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Background note for the reader. 
This letter is perhaps a little more personal – because it comes from a family member who views The Word of God differently! 
I sent the Gospel of John to them and this was their response to my contribution to “The Ministry”. 
I find it good to have a dialogue with a person of differing views- to gain another perspective of The World! 
Also the content might be good to cause reflection upon The Word of God outside ‘the family’. 
 

18th June 2013. 
Dear FutureLife, 
 
I would like to comment on what you sent to me.  I have read the 1st Chapter of Johns Gospel  (your 2nd Revision Jan.2013)  and 
then flicked through the next six chapters,  but it is really hard work unravelling it – its not like reading a straight forward book 
because it is divided up into bits and pieces.  I also came to the conclusion its not really a translation of the bible,  but is your 
commentary on bible verses.  Two things emerge consistently in your work – your insistence that we should strive to become TCs 
and thus be acceptable to God and secondly your obsession with the 144000.  Both of these concepts from what I know of one 
Christian grouping, are straight from Jehovah Witness teaching and as they are already putting this out into the world – then why 
are you spending hours merely duplicating it?   
The bible in Rev.7 tells us that these 144000 TCs are from the 12 tribes of Israel and I am quite happy to take that literally, 
especially as God tells the angel not to harm the earth, sea or the trees until he has sealed them.   This sounds like the time when 
Israel's neighbours turn on her and trouble starts but God wants to put his mark on his people first,  possibly causing the angel to 
pass over them as when in Egypt the angel of death passed over the children of Israel  and slew the Egyptian first-born.   There 
could be 144000 Christians in Israel at the time of her persecution in the last days so that smallish number could fit.  However as 
the JWs believe they alone are the 144000,  it is too small to contain all the JW over the last some 100 years of their conception. 
Do not forget the old and new testaments were written by  Israelites/Jews  for their nation so I can imagine that the verses 
containing the 144000 were meant for the nation of Israel to understand in the last days.  (Of course,  as Christians there is much 
that applies to us in the bible also).  There are millions and millions of committed Christians in the world today, and have been for 
the last 2,000 years so they cannot all fit into the 144000 bracket.  Which makes me think it could well refer to those Christians in 
Israel in the last days. 
 
Now, reference striving.  God did not intend that we should strive to become TCs.  In fact he knew very well that as fallen mankind 
we could not possibly lead perfect lives. 
Hence he sent Jesus to be perfect in our place and lay him himself on the altar of atonement on our behalf.  The work Jesus did on 
the cross was complete,  there is nothing we can add to it.  It is an insult to God to think that we can.  Of course, once we have 
understood salvation and fallen in love with Jesus,  we want to be like him and live righteous lives but there is no striving involved.  
It seems to come naturally.  We walk in the spirit and not the flesh.  I admit I sometimes behave in a way that is not as I would 
want it – like getting angry with this that or the other – but I repent and God is gracious to forgive – it certainly does not effect my 
salvation.  Salvation depends on what Jesus did.  Of course some Christian groups think they have to strive by working for God in 
order to become acceptable – Jesus' death and our belief in it makes us acceptable.  God said:  “I own the cattle on a 1,000 hills,  
what can you give me?”  A person can work their fingers to the bone and still not be acceptable to God if their heart is not right 
with God.  Jesus said: “Come unto me all you  who are heavy laden and I will give you rest”.  He does not want us to be burdened 
– he wants us to be at peace and rest in the work he has done. 
 
Another point on this subject,  God knew the word would go out to many people but that in some cases it would fall on stoney 
ground and not produce lasting faith, or on thorns, or the birds would eat it up but that is not our responsibility.  It is the work of 
the Holy Spirit to bring conviction to people – all we have to do is give people the word, when we get the opportunity (I do not like 
forcing it on people who are not interested as they will close their minds to it and it causes unnecessary friction).  We are told to 
share the word,  it is then up to the them whether they believe or not.  There is no reason for you to get into a twist about whether 
or not they believe.  Actually your rendering of God's word sounds all doom and gloom,  when in fact it is all about joy and peace.   
 
Something that I seem to notice in your writings is an anger and dislike to Christians together with a view that not many of them 
are TCs.  How do you know that?  I would presume that you do not get out much to mix with other Christians.  Do not be angry 
with those persons who are not TCs,  rather feel sorry for them as they have lost a great opportunity .  However, I believe that 
many of those you dismiss as not being TCs are in fact deeply committed.  You do not know inside another person's heart – only 
God knows that.  1John2:vs9 says  “the one who says he is in the light but hates his brother is in the darkness” and 1John3vs10 …  
“and the one who does not love his brother is not from God”.  1John3vs14  “We know that we have passed over out of death into 
life, because we love our brother:  the one who does not love remains in death,  Everyone who hates his brother is a murderer”.  In 
Cor.ch13 Paul tells us that the greatest of all things is love,  There are many such quotations.  Sadly some Christian groupings are 
insular and keep themselves away from the general flock of Christians,  for fear they will be “contaminated” in some way.   
Actually they could learn a lot from them.  All cults, The Mormons, Christodelphians, Church of Scientology, 7th Day Adventists 
and the JWs were all brought in by a person who thought he alone had the answers to it all (rather like you do) – but the word of 
God is here already in the bible which has brought billions of people to the Lord through the ages – anyone who adds anything to it 
is condemned in Revelations.  I think from what I am reading you must mean well,  but you are merely giving out your opinions 
and many people are TCs without ever having read your views.  People are not stupid,  they can read the bible and understand what 
God is telling them. Some people do not want to go into it very deeply (I do) but they are saved if they just believe that the Son of 
God died and paid for their sins so they no longer owe a debt themselves.  Talking about the Son of God,  you say Jesus never 
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called himself that;  well he did.  In John.10v36 Jesus says: “Are you saying: You are blaspheming because I say I am the Son of 
God?”  And again when he raised Lazarus, Jesus said the Son of God would be glorified through it.  
 
You are steeped in the untruth of replacement theology.  This is an incorrect teaching.  Read Jeremiah ch.30 and 31 where God 
speaks of returning his favour to the Jewish nation after he banished them among the nations but the time of his forgiveness and 
their restoration has come. 
 
I was surprised that you think I am a worldly Christian.  I hate this world system and I pray for God's kingdom to come, his will be 
done on earth, and for him to release Jesus  to come and be king over the whole earth.  I do not become involved in anything that is 
worldly.  I have enough Christian activities in my life to keep me busy. 
Of course I enjoy the things that God put on this earth for us to enjoy – walks in his beautiful countryside,  the joy of flowers 
opening up in my garden,  good food he has provided for me – the list is endless but that does not make me worldly,   it is just 
being grateful to God for his goodness.  I cannot bear the corruption, cruelty and unrighteousness that this world is guilty of.  Our 
Members of Parliament let us down continuously – they have their own greedy grasping agenda.  I loathe celebrities with their 
indulgent lifestyles of drugs, booze and sexual immorality.  How can I be worldly.  You do not really know me. 
 
You despise the gifts of The Spirit, thinking they do not operate now.  Well they do, I have seen them all in operation and 
experienced some of them myself – which I cannot list all here – being too many. 
 
I will stop here – I think I have written enough to explain where you are wrong in your thinking. 
 
 
My Reply: 
 
 
That was an interesting perspective of what I have written.   Good to have a dialogue! 
It is with great disappointment that you only read the 1st Chapter of John and skimped over the next few chapters and stopped.  It is 
only from chapter 2 that John really starts  ‘getting down to business’  after  ‘setting the scene’  in chapter 1.   
You state that what I have written is complicated  (perhaps a bit like Paul’s writings  - 2Pet.3v15-17).  
Actually the basics of God’s Most Righteous Plan is very easy and can be covered in a paragraph – it becomes more intriguing to 
see how Yahweh has put in all the support structure of many,  many thousands of ‘incidentals’  (parables/allegories/metaphors)  to 
hold the whole structure together  (like a diamond tetrahedral structure based upon the carbon atom)  – and this is what I show 
within my translation work to give  The True Glory/Honour/Dignity  to Yahweh’s Omniscience within a  sane/reasoning  mind.   
But what then makes my commentaries so long and possibly confusing is the  required untangling  of the  unrighteous  nonsense 
taught by worldly (and worse, charlatan) Christian leaders  ‘spinning a yarn’  to create myth and mysteries out of which they can be 
assumed king of their empire (1Cor.4v8)!   And then in doing so,  they have effectively replaced Yahweh – just as Satan did in 
Gen.3v1-5 , and by analogy Eze.28v12-20,  where they are crafting The Word of God in such a manner so that they might gain a 
worldly return (just as did Satan in the above citation).  Thus congregational members try to come to The Almighty God – but are 
impeded by the very people who are supposed to make it easy (Rom.16v17-18, Matt.23v13, etc)! 
Thus my commentaries are so long to justify to the lowest level where worldly Christian teaching is so ludicrously wrong – being 
they teach only a fraction of what is in The Bible – and what they teach is basically,  completely wrong  (apart from perhaps  only 
two or three phrases given to support their ‘sound-bites’ of froth – Matt.7v26-27)!   

That is a position from which I am forced to start – if I am to  accurately  represent Yahweh’s Interests! 
After the necessary preamble:- 

What is the aim for my exhaustive work? 
You state:  “I am merely giving out my opinions”. 

But that is not entirely correct but only ¼ correct – so perhaps I should explain the other ¾ and why:- 
What I am doing is the following:- 

1. Give the  most faithful  amplified English translation of The New Testament  available on this planet. 
Reason:  So that I can expose the errant translations at key doctrinal places given by  'paid-up'  translators beholden to the 
worldly Christian doctrine.  But,  rather than change The Christian Doctrine – they change the translation!    
Hardly professional!   However perhaps it is – they are  paid  to deliver what their paymasters desire to read! 

Actually my translation is the  only  translation on this planet that is commutative,   inasmuch any Greek scholar can take my 
English translation and generate a precise Greek original text!   This is absolutely  not  possible with any other translation in the 
English speaking world – where also in my commentaries I discuss the differences between the original Word of God in Greek 
language and our existing flawed translations.   So then:  Whose translation is the most accurate? 

Therefore I give an absolutely TRANSPARENT translation,  hiding nothing and where,  I have endeavoured to make it 
entirely flawless! 

Reason:  Because I need to expose errant mythology within worldly Christianity,  and we must have a  trustworthy  Prime 
Reference Standard  to do so – just as we have prime reference standards in the national physics laboratories around The World – 
to maintain Standards – in my case  “The Word of God”  Standard (= JC, Rev.19v13). 

2. I then give an English translation of The Original Greek – so that persons without knowledge of Greek grammatical 
structure are able to understand The Original Greek which I transparently present. 
This becomes The Word of God correctly given – without any distortion or mincing. 
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3. Then I give, as you correctly said:  “My opinions” - and I am not ashamed to give The Word of God  (Mark.8v38, etc)  
because I have profusely studied The Word of God and found that perfect pearl,  or the treasure in the field and I want to 
tell everyone about it (Matt.13v46, 13v44).  Because very sadly,  our worldly Christian leaders are like The Rich Man and 
Lazarus (Luke.16v19-21+)  and throwing out mere crumbs as  'enticing lures'  to keep  'the punters happy'  'betting on'  
“eternal life”  provided they belong to  'our group'!   This is an abomination to The Word of God that has so much more 
substance and depth! 
Thus I do give freely to The World the fruits of my labours to a  spiritually blind  world – whose members actually do not 
believe they are blind!  –  It is amazing how humans think they know so much about something – but when they have 
learnt so much more – it is only then that they realise how little they originally knew! 
Just as an ex-teenager might comment to their parents when perhaps reaching their mid-twenties: 

“Father – in the last 5 years you seem to have learnt so much!” 
And that is precisely the problem with which I am faced,  when explaining what The Word of God  really  means! 
That is precisely why JC made his comment at Luke.5v37-39. 
So I give The Absolute Truth – so that it might be  intelligently/righteously  criticised!   Just as any scientist might present a new 
hypothesis for scientific scrutiny – it must stand staunchly against a swath of  healthy scepticism  levelled against it – because this 
becomes  The Proving/Testing  Ground of the new hypothesis. 
The New Hypothesis shall stand or fall upon  intelligent and reasoned argument  based  upon fact  of The Original Word of God in 
its Original Greek Language – before it has been through  ‘the mincer’  (Rev.22v18-19)  of our translators spinning the translation 
to suit errant  worldly  Christian doctrine of the last some 1800+ years! 
And precisely so with The Word of God.  Through my many 10,000s of hours of very careful reasoning,  I put forward what The 
Bible  precisely tells us  from The Original Greek for The World to scrutinise – and I invite The World's  very best  theologians to 
contest in an  intelligent manner  what I have written as:  “My opinion”.   
I am not forcing it down any person's throat but merely float The Solution to  “The Mystery of God”  fully supported by The 
Original Greek Text  (rather than the flawed English translations we have today – given merely to support what is to become a 
defunct  worldly  Christian doctrine – Rev.18v4).  They have a very weak starting point – where they can  only  use my translation  
(because it  is  the most accurate on this planet)  and I am already using that to substantiate The Exegesis that I present on my 
website called:  “FutureLife.Org”  -  of which many thousands of people read from all around The World. 

4. And finally,  The Crown in what I am doing is to ultimately generate an electronic  “Concordance of Topics”  -  so that  
any  person in The World can immediately search on any topic and instantly find  precisely what The Bible states – 
together with  (1) The Original Greek faithfully translated in amplified English,  (2) the English version which is easily 
readable  (3) “My Opinion”  that  correctly  explains The Word of God in a holistic manner (= in context)  rather than 
things pulled out and spun on their head as given by our worldly (and worse, charlatan) Christian leaders  (so that they 
might worldly profit  [albeit  financial/power/prestige/glory/sex/leverage/pension/{debilitating habits}/etc]). 

And thus to get people to  really think  about these sections then I have made comments,  brought out the allegories,  prophecies,  
instructions,  reasoning and warnings contained within these sections – so that humans will have  no  excuse  not  to understand 
The Word of God  thoroughly explained and reasoned.   Obviously subject to open and intelligent criticism. 
Some topics within my electronic  “Concordance of Topics”  to be covered will be:- 

What should Christian leaders really be like? 
How should Christian leaders really behave? 
What does The Bible really teach us on  “The Trinity” 
What does The Bible really teach us on  “the holy spirit”? 
What is  “The Mystery of God”? 
What does the number 144000 really mean? 
What is The Millennium. 
What did JC really teach us? 
What JC did not teach us to do - contrary to what many worldly Christians have invented! 
Etc. 

I think you get  ‘the general drift’! 
Quite simply instead of being taught near nonsense about these issues by worldly Christian leaders – any person on this planet can 
very  quickly  discover  precisely  what The Bible  really  tells us on these and perhaps a hundred other topics that I will generate – 
to expose the fact that when it comes to Christianity virtually everything we are taught by our leaders of “Religion”  is wrong  =  
not  what The Bible  really  teaches us!     
But what they teach has gone through their filter (Rev.22v18-19). 

What an incredible statement  –  I  ‘hope’  that I have some supportive scriptures to back up this assertion!  
As I state,  this website will be like an atomic bomb under the falseness that we are presently taught by Christendom,  that has no 
substance within what The Bible  truly teaches us.   

Hence the instruction given at Matt.24v14 of which “FutureLife.Org” on The Internet will fulfil. 
Speaking of which – I would like to consider with you - your comments on various issues,  and what The Bible  really  teaches us 
on these issues – I shall pose questions and give pointers to what you state so that you might answer them – but I do have  “my 
opinions”  which correctly answers what I substantiate – entirely Bible based. 
Please understand while what I write is forceful – it is only written to get you to start thinking for yourself – to shake you from 
your slumber.  I am metaphorically physically shaking you by the shoulder to start  thinking/reasoning  upon The Scriptures. 
Please do not take it as being a personal attack – but as I state – I am trying to wake you up from your spiritual malaise. 
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Let me start: 
Hopefully we both should understand that  “Yahweh”  The Almighty God of The Universe is foremost:-    

The  Righteous/Equitable/Just  God. 
And so are His Pronouncements. 
And to bind all this together – so is  “The Word of God”  given to us as JC  (Rev.19v13, etc). 

Because without this – then The Universe itself would collapse because any lower-order reasoning entity would have a nervous 
breakdown!   We feel secure when there is justice and righteousness operating within our environment. 
A subset of  “Righteousness”  is  agapao/{edifying love}/{love by principal}  (more later). 

So before we start – can we agree on the above? 
Because this will form The Basis of my questioning of your statements – starting with:- 

1. “We have to strive to become TCs.” 
This would become one of my topics in my  “Concordance of topics”  where there are over 100 entries of the word: “ergon” 
StrongsTM= 2041 which means:  “{occupational efforts}/work/labours”  (sourcing – “ergonomics” the study of time and motion in 
work)  all given in the context of what Paul exhorts of his readers  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1)  considering what JC did,  where he was 
often so exhausted that he had to sleep in the boat after some of his ministries,  also Paul suffering much pain and affliction in his 
“striving”  to become a TC  (1Cor.4v9-13,  2Cor.11v24-28).   

Else why did he bother?   Or be in the position to say:  2Tim.4v6-8,  based upon his  “striving”. 
And then James speaks of “faith” which must be accompanied by  {occupational efforts}  to substantiate the Faith – else “faith” 
itself is worthless  (James.2v15-26, etc). 

Why did JC speak about the tight gate and wide gate (Matt.7v12-14)?  Where a tight gate is difficult to strive through it 
and the wide gate is an easy walk  (= lifestyle/deportment)  through it! 
Why did JC state about the woman searching to find – and only stopped when she found The One (Luke.15v8). 
Why did JC speak of the plough and not looking back – if it was not to work unto the finish (Luke.9v62) 
Why did JC speak of the woman continuously imploring at the judge if it was not to achieve a result (Luke.18v1-6). 
Why did Paul state about putting on the armour Eph.6v14-18 if it was not for battle? 
Why did Paul speak in 2Cor. Chapters 7 and 8 about trials, tribulations and striving? 
And what of Paul’s personal trials at 1Cor.4v9-13, 2Cor.11v24-28 if he was not personally striving under persecution? 
And further in 1Cor.9v26 speaking about running and “so I fight not uncertainly” ….. 
Paul stated in 1Cor.3v6-8 about planting and watering – and he who does these things will receive wages according to 
their  {occupational efforts}/labours/works  (in the planting and watering = imitating JC). 
And just a bit later at 1Cor.3v14-15,  can worldly Christian doctrine explain the apparent contradictory account without 
applying the understanding of  (1) TCs v14,  and  (2) worldly Christians v15 in The Millennium?    

Those are just from memory,  and yet I could give just so many more  (perhaps hundreds) to substantiate this. 
You claim to know The Bible – but have you forgotten these references?   Or do we together,  just ignore them – as do our worldly 
Christian leaders – because obviously they get paid by The World to deliver to The World what The World wants to hear – do they 
not?   Because clearly they do not teach this  (maybe people do not want to hear about this)  –  else you would know what The 
Bible states and thus not question me upon what I have written  - being merely what The Bible precisely states! 
Paul taught us at Acts.18v1-3,  2Thes.3v6-12,  etc,  that we are to work for our fleshly sustenance and we give our spiritual 
knowledge out  freely/simply  (= with no strings attached = no worldly return). 

But is this what our leaders of “Religion” do in their life?    
What do they do outside their  'supposed ministry'  for fleshly sustenance? 

Thus they  get paid  to deliver what the  ‘paying punters’  want to hear (2Tim.4v3-4) – else what becomes their driver to survive in 
this world  (Matt.6v24)  -  thus they have become firmly  planted in this world  – and are not  “sojourners within this world” – 
because they give,  to survive now – they have  not  separated what is Caesar's and what is Yahweh's (Matt.22v21, etc). 
So they are hardly objective in what they teach!  –  They teach what is  “nice”  and  “what the congregation wants to hear”  so they 
can get a worldly  return/justification – they have become a limpet to  worldly  methodology! 

What did the prophets of The Old Testament teach?    
Was it what “Israel” (noting what “Israel” really means – see later)  wanted to hear? 
Noting what JC said at  Matt.23v37,  Luke.13v24. 

And there are just so many references in The New Testament  (Gal.1v6-8, 3v1 as an example in my head about one issue Paul had 
to unravel)  about precisely what I have stated here with regard to worldly Christian leaders – where more than half of JC's parables 
are specifically about the deviant nature of worldly Christian leaders – which I fully explain in all my inter-verse commentaries  
(and expand later)!   Because  The Gospel (1st stage)  is to  draw out leaders for election  by Yahweh! 
Please note – I am not trying to be nasty – but merely probe what you state to be what The Bible tells us – and yet it is absolutely 
not  what The Bible tells us – as my quotations in context precisely show!   
Probing is painful,  but I am only trying to forthrightly tease-out where misconceptions would take us. 

So we must ask ourselves  why  does Yahweh want us to strive to become TCs? 
Ideally we need to know and understand Yahweh's  RIGHTEOUS  Plan of Salvation for every person who has existed on 
this planet over the last 6000 years  (some 4000 years  before  “Christianity”  through JC came on this planet – so how are 
they to righteously  “believe in JC”  and thereby be saved – if they do  not  know of him,  where even The Prophets looked 
but could not  behold/attain,  Matt.11v13, Luke.10v24, 1Pet.1v10). 

Also what about  (1) children who have died  (2) persons mentally incapacitated  (3) persons inside a zone where The Word of God 
had not penetrated  (4) or atheists with  sane/reasoning  minds having been put off The Word of God because of the shenanigans of  
worldly Christian leaders spinning The Word of God into a  unrighteous farce? 
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Perhaps considering a child victim of sodomy from a  ‘priest of God’  (appearing on the surface to others as  “to be loving JC”),  
who as the victim after the event as an adult is vehemently  ‘antichrist’  for no fault of his own?  

Where the question must be:  How does standard worldly Christian doctrine  righteously  answer this?   
Absolutely,  it is  not  able!    
It has as many holes within its exegesis as a colander! 
And thus is obviously  not  sourced from The Righteous God:  Yahweh,  – but sadly sourced from The World! 

But all this can be answered in your second concern to my  “opinion”:- 
2. “The 144000 TCs.” 

In your argument you use the word  “Israel”. 
What does this word  really  mean – and why did Yahweh insist Jacob change his name  “after his encounter with God”  through an 
angel (Gen.32v28).   Why not call the ‘12 tribes of Israel’ – the ‘12 tribes of “Jacob” (“heel grabber”)’?   
And the ‘land of Israel’,  the ‘land of Jacob’? 

What real significance does “Israel” have in Yahweh's Grand Scheme of things? 
Why would Yahweh intervene as He did?  
Why did Isaiah speak in the manner as he did at Isa.44v1-26? 

With  worldly Christian understanding there is  no  significance as taught,  and as you have repeated! 
Except as a physical name – and nothing more!    But this is  not  how prophecy works – it all works on allegories! 

Being that Yahweh’s Plan is being  continuously unfolded  throughout time as and when  The Time is correct. 
All as we witness in JC’s teachings and also in Revelations  (from where this number was taken in relation to “Israel”). 
So let us unravel what Yahweh is really doing in relation to The Prophecies given about  “Israel”  through The Prophets – 
especially the one at Isa.10v20-22 which is just  so important  because it unlocks God's Plan. 
And further,  the chapters at the end of Isaiah and of Zechariah 14v2-21,  then what do these citations really mean in The Grand 
Scheme of Yahweh's – always understanding that Yahweh is not myopic (as are we humans) – but is looking at The Whole of 
Human Salvation – as viewed  “off this planet – looking down”.    

And again,  worldly Christian doctrine has  no  answer – but  unrighteousness!  
Two important things we should consider about “Israel” – of which you misquote The Bible when you state:- 

“Rev.7 tells us that these 144000 come out of the 12 tribes of Israel.” 
The actual location Rev.7v4-8 does  not  tell us that the 144000 persons come out of the 12 tribes of Israel! 
If we  carefully read  the names of the `12 tribes of “Israel”  in that citation there are the original 11 tribes of Israel - but who is the 
12th named tribe?    “Dan” has been replaced by “Manasseh” (Rev.7v6)? 

Who was Manasseh – and why would The Apostle John replace “Dan” with “Manasseh”? 
Our  worldly Christian theologians supposedly conclude John was old,  and senile dementia had set in – ignoring the fact that he 
wrote The Gospel of John  (based on so many prophetic allegories)  a couple of years afterwards  – hence with the knowledge of 
Revelations he was able to write John.21v23.    
But our worldly Christian scholars do not even believe John wrote his Gospel of John! 

Who would you prefer to believe? 
So are these merely  ‘side-slips’  in God's Word – and thus should just be disregarded?   

We are told to seek God's Word and then we shall find – and that is what I have done! 
Why is  “Ephraim” spoken harshly in prophecies,  and yet his brother is  “Manasseh”  is praised and replaces  “Dan”  in 
The New Future “Israel”?  While his father Joseph remains in the listing! 
(I explain everything within my various commentaries located at Rev.7v4-8). 
Who was the mother of Ephraim and Manasseh – and why is this specifically important in future prophecy? 
What does “woman”  (mother)  mean in prophecy?  (= The Means to Deliver Forth). 
What does  “Egypt”  mean in prophecy?  (= The World operating under worldly methodology) 
Why another pair of brothers,  and likewise,  “Esau hated” (Mal.1v2-3),  and why should Paul repeat it  (Rom.9v13) again 
when speaking of The Christian Nation? 
Why does Isaiah speak of  “Israel”  that comes out of  “Jacob”  (Isa.44v1-26)  that fulfils Yahweh's Desire and he also 
speaks of the rebellions Israel?  (= See later). 

Again and again,  worldly Christian doctrine has  no  answer – because its leaders being so myopic upon worldly  things/concerns,  
they do  not  actually realise that these prophecies and similes  are  speaking about them!    

But John's Gospel through my commentaries clearly explains these terms and why they are so important. 
And continuing:- 

What does  “Israel”  really mean?  -   
Being the reason  why  Jacob had to change his name in the manner it was done and when it was done! 

Again  worldly Christian doctrine has  no  answer – because our worldly Christian leaders do  not  understand  (Matt.15v14, 
Luke.6v39) – and they have  no  driver to want to understand  –  many do not believe  ‘what they teach’  but because it is easier 
than manual work  (Luke.16v3)  then they merely give what the audience  (paying by whatever)  wants to hear! 

This is  not  what JC taught – nor what The Apostles taught! 
It is also  not  how JC behaved – or how The Apostles behaved  (1Cor.9v19-23, etc. etc.). 

“Israel”  means  “Persevere with Subjector/God” 
Where we either:- 

1.  Persevere positively with God. 
2.  Persevere negatively with God. 

And that best describes a grouping of people who have  “The Word of God”  within their midst! 
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Where JC stated:  You are with me gathering – or against me  dispersing/{breaking apart}  (Matt.12v30). 
And he stated there being the tight gate and the wide open gate (Matt.7v12-14)  - only two camps for us to reside within. 
And why did he follow that with v15 to speak of The Wolves – who might they be? 
Our worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders are not likely to teach v15 – when it is about them – are they? 

Which is precisely why we have a nation called  “Israel”  being  ‘The Supposed Custodians’  of  “The Word of God”. 
The Jews under The 1st Covenant  (Law of Moses comprising of The Law on Works)  had The Word of God and thus in terms of 
how  Yahweh viewed His representatives  -  then they are called “Israel”. 

But times have changed! 
JC came onto the scene to fulfil some 200 + prophecies and he brought in The 2nd Covenant consisting of The Law of JC – simply 
stated at Mark.12v30-31 – being The Law that defines The Mind.  And through his representatives comprising of the 11 original 
disciples and the 12th being Paul  called  by JCg  (Acts 9v1-12,  noting that Matthias was merely a stand-in  [Acts.1v26 being the 
selection by  a lot  and not directly called by JC]  until Paul was ready). 
Thus The Christian Nation now has The Latest Word of God under The 2nd Covenant – so from Yahweh's viewpoint: -  Who 
logically becomes “Israel” - based upon the previous definition and understanding for The Jews? 

Obviously  from Yahweh's Viewpoint  (He is making The Assessment  [Special/Greater 1st Judgement] James.3v1)  then:- 
The Christian Nation becomes The 2nd Epoch “Israel”! 

Where it is The Responsibility of The Christian Nation to teach The Heathen  (non-Christians)  how to fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 
And simply put:  The Christian Nation is as delinquent - as were The Jews! 

But actually The Christian Nation  is worse  than The Jews – because we have The Example of The Jews being rejected by Yahweh 
through JC  (Matt.11v21, Luke.10v13 – see my local commentaries)  and later,  spiritually  (baptising of Cornelius, Acts.10v1-31)  
and  physically 70 CE when The Romans disbanded The Jews into The Nations  (to physically spread the DNA)  and they 
destroyed The Temple 's family records in the fire so that  no Jew had physical records back to Abraham  (where Abraham in 
prophecy always represents “Yahweh” and hence also JC’s teaching at John.8v32-55).  

And the very worst individuals were the Jewish religious leaders scathingly attacked by JC on many occasions  (but why) 
– what really  was The Point JC making?    

He was  not:  'Shutting The Gate after the horse had bolted'  – but rather he was speaking in prophecy  by warning  of what would 
occur in The Future under The New Covenant  that he was bringing in!   JC always speaks of The Future by prophetic teaching! 

So why should that be any different for The Christian Nation?  -   
Especially when JC warned in Matt.24v23-26 of what is to occur,  and likewise John could see it starting  (written in the 
present  tense)  only  some 60 years  after  JC's ministry  (1John.2v18, 4v1-3, etc).   

It must be clearly understood  any  grouping of humans  throughout  each and every generation  repeat  what their ancestors do – 
because quite simply humans are  “stiff-necked”  and specifically the leaders think  (in each generation):   

'We know best and do what we want – to please ourselves’  (by following worldly methodology)!    
And that is precisely what occurs with leaders of “Religion” - the  same minded  person climbs to the respective positions within 
The Establishment - all following The Standard Gaussian Distribution Curve used in statistics for any standard grouping  (of 
anything you care to mention under the sun).  Thus precisely the same would occur in every generation throughout time – during 
the prophets (Luke.13v34),  during JC (John.11v46-52),  during the Acts of Apostles (Acts.5v17-18, etc.),  and into The Gospel 
Age during the time of William Tyndale – hounded across Europe,  half garrotted and then burnt at the stake in Europe!    

Why  should it be any different  now – in the mentality of leaders replacing them  (generation after generation)! 
See what JC had to say on the subject (Matt.23v27-32, etc,  and when the master returns, Luke.12v46-48, etc) – and again,   why  
should it be any different in subsequent generations when 1John.5v19, 2Cor.4v4, etc.  is still in full sway? 

I have presented logically argued facts – and they should be countered with logically argued facts! 
By extension as I exhaustively show,  the scriptures teach us of The Millennium where  all  persons of The World  (based upon 
what you said – “no works are required”  [to be discussed much more later]  in this dissertation)  shall be resurrected to learn 
righteousness – and to learn righteousness – it must come from “The Word of God”  (= JC – Rev.19v13). 
And thus we understand  (as I explained earlier)  that The Resurrected World becomes The 3rd Epoch “Israel” (having “The Word 
of God”)  under The 3rd Heaven appropriate for The Epoch – which is precisely why Paul spoke of himself entering The 3rd Heaven  
(2Cor.12v1-3,  where  “singular heaven”  meaning  “authority over  The Earth”)  was what he was shown by JCg in a vision.  
Where it would be JCg as  “The Word of God”  would righteously purify The World – and where Paul alongside would be part of  
The Authority/Heaven  to rule over The Earth (2Tim.4v6-8)  and specifically why Peter spoke as he did at 1Pet.2v9 and further at 
1Pet.5v4, etc. 
Again worldly Christianity has no cross supporting structure that links all these citations as I clearly show. 

Can you see how The Real Gospel is opening up?  –  Being its very righteous support substructure! 
Thus as I show prophetic “Israel” is  not  merely a sterile word – but it has real prophetic substance where it is able to be split into 
fleshly  (worldly driven)  Israel and spiritual (heavenly driven)  Israel – all as I profusely show on  “FutureLife.Org”  through 
perfectly reasoned exegesis based entirely upon The Bible  (all citations given in context and holistically placed within The Whole 
Bible).   Again  none  of this is possible through the  ‘near nonsense’  we are taught by worldly Christian leaders – built entirely 
upon hype and froth having  no  support substance – hence JC's parable at Matt.7v26-27. 

So how does this answer the lead-in? 
The 144000 TCs. 

The basic problem with worldly Christianity is that there is  no real righteous  basis for salvation. 
Its protagonists blithely repeat:  “The Christian Doctrine”:   

We are saved by what JC did and because we  'believe in Jesus'  then we are saved. 
But really that is a pretty  limp  reason for The Real Commitment and the necessary reform of our mind unto perfection! 
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Thus we recognise that people do not really think deeply about what those words really mean! 
But what do those words  really mean  when:- 

1.  Viewed from the other end - by Yahweh? 
2.  Viewed by JC who carried out the action(s) – especially his comment at John.6v64 about “belief”. 
3.  We personally consider our salvation – and importantly,  that of our neighbour? 

Presently we are  all  sinners (Rom.3v23)  and yet how can society miraculously improve unless we  personally  reform and 
become truly Christ-like within our mind yielding reformed works of agape to our neighbour?    
But yet when we die we are  still  sinners  (I accept that if we claim to be “Christians” then we are covered by JC). 

But is this all what The Bible  really  teaches us? 
Actually The Bible tells us that  all  humans are saved  (1John.2v2, etc)  so we reason,  The Bible is telling us that we are  all  
saved by JC  irrespective of what we are like or what we presently believe! 
Because as  worldly Christian Doctrine states  (and you repeat, verbatim) – 'we need no works to be saved'. 
But because JC said:  “Believe in me to be saved”,  then  worldly Christian leaders say you must be a “Christian”,  - and other 
schisms  (for example Roman Catholic leaders)  say:  'You can only be saved by being a Roman Catholic'  (well of course they 
would say that to their deluded devotees – would they not  [for a worldly return])! 
But then I state  if  JC really meant this –  then  what about those examples of presently disadvantaged persons  (given on my 3rd 
page)  who never had the opportunity to  “truly believe in JC”  -   then according to what JC stated – they have  no  future! 
This is obviously unrighteous – whichever way worldly Christian leaders might wriggle to explain themselves! 
Thus obviously worldly Christian doctrine  is  wrong,  while what JC states is  absolutely correct. 

So how do we righteously explain this apparent conundrum?  
Also,  how do we have a reformed world and a perfect society whose members are Christ-like when they are  still  sinful 
within The Mind when they died? 

Sadly  worldly Christian doctrine as taught by our absolutely incompetent worldly Christian leaders falls down like a lead balloon!   
It has no solution!   Perhaps you might enlighten me by quoting The Bible? 
However they constantly state we are to make The World better by involving ourselves in politics – which is  precisely the 
opposite  to what we are taught by JC and the apostles!   This will be another topic in my electronic   “Concordance of Topics”  to 
categorically show the waywardness of our leaders of “Religion”  through Bible reference.  

Thus we are at a stalemate – because how do we reform our minds after we are dead and we have no consciousness to 
make The Required Change to spiritual perfection? 

Let me now mention the other half of what JC so kindly gave to us – other than:  “The Ransom Sacrifice”. 
Our  worldly Christian leaders  for obvious reasons  ignore the equally important reason alongside:  The Ransom Sacrifice! 

Can you guess what the other half of our  (very necessary)  salvation might be that JC kindly gave to us? 
I have already spoken of it many times earlier in this piece – and yet it is  never  taught – while yet they claim to teach it! 

It is “The Word of God” – being  The Power to reform a callus mind  initially constructed upon worldly methodology. 
And it is  this  that brings eternal salvation  – in a manner  never  taught by  worldly Christian leaders for the obvious reason given 
at 2Tim.3v5 – living according to their  ‘worldly master’  (more later). 
JC gave us the following at his 1st Advent:- 

1.  He physically gave us The Ransom Sacrifice to become The Enabler for Yahweh to  righteously  (against the statement 
at Gen.2v17)   “awaken/rouse/resuscitate”   us into the 2nd part of our physical life. 
2.  He spiritually gave us The Ministry  (as The Word of God)  to reform our mind so that we might  personally  purify 
the 2nd part of our spiritual life  (it relies upon “us” because we are not  robots/zombies – we have free will). 

While (1) is profusely taught – because it is easy for us – we have no need to do anything  (as our worldly Christian leaders are 
only too happy to teach – to please the congregation’s ears, 2Tim.4v3-4, – for a larger crowd from which to milk worldly dues)! 
But (2) is never  (correctly)  taught – because it is difficult,  and we detest “change”  we like self-indulging ourselves – you said 
precisely so in your letter to me  “walks in the countryside,  joy of the flowers,  good food”!   While on the other hand there are 
millions of sex slaves never allowed to leave their four walls,  2 billion people starving in The World never able to see a flower!   
Why is The World like this?   Because there are human leaders self-indulging themselves throughout all the tiers of society 
spinning The Word of God around  to excuse their activities!   Thereby making Yahweh appear to be unrighteous and non-existent 
– because the exegesis taught is  rubbish/nonsense  thereby conveniently excused to be sourced by a  ‘rubbish/nonsense  God'. 

That is the logical extension of what we are  ‘taught to believe’  by worldly Christian leaders! 
Why are there so many people turning away from  'Christianity as given within a  real  Bible'? 

And that is precisely why  worldly Christian leaders allow their congregations to drift in The Pretence of merely calling ourselves  
“a Christian”  is good enough by following  ‘the bible as taught’  after having passed through  (Rev.22v18-19)!   And precisely 
why Yahweh in His righteousness has opened up salvation to all of The World – being non-Christians  through the actions of JC – 
His beloved son in precisely the manner as described on this website  “FutureLife.Org”. 

But counter to this we have  not  changed in our habits – Christians generally are  not  any better than they were before 
they were Christians and yet they are still sinners (Rom.3v23)!  

So the fundamental question still remains:- 
How do we get this reform for everyone to become truly Christ-like in a righteous and methodical manner?    
Where no entity  (for example Satan)  can call Yahweh unrighteous? 

Worldly Christianity just gives its standard 'cop-out':   “It is a mystery – we are not given to know!” 
And I return with:   Matt.13v11-13,  hence Matt.15v14, 6v39! 

Only Yahweh's Apostles  are  “given to know”  and can  personally  solve:  “The Mystery of God” (as I explain later). 
We are starting to come full circle to answer your concern on the 144000 TCs. 
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The 144000 TCs are grafted into The Vine  (John.15v1-6)  and become part of The Olive Tree  (Rom.11v17)  noting the context of 
both citations). 
This occurs  because  their  heart/{seat of motivation}  is circumcised at the spiritual level  (Rom. Chapter 3-4)  to precisely imitate 
JC's ministry/lifestyle  for  no  worldly return - except abuse orchestrated by leaders of “Religion”  (John.16v1-4)  having their 
hypocrisy  (Mat.6v2-5, Luke.11v44, 12v1)  exposed precisely as The Bible tells us throughout its pages – and likewise we have 
witnessed throughout The World in the last some 2000 years of The Gospel Age.   
We know that Yahweh views individuals differently to how The World views individuals  (1Sam.16v7,  John.15v17-24,  as a 
couple of examples)  and thus the millions upon millions of  “Christians”  still require further reform of The Mind – because they 
are  not  suitably motivated to precisely fulfil what The Scriptures instruct of us.   

This does  not  mean they are evil people – but that:  The Administration and Responsibility of Yahweh's Affairs in The 
Millennium is merely  not  for them. 

And further,  because our  worldly Christian leaders also do not instruct us correctly according to what The Word of God  precisely  
teaches us  (inasmuch they change The Word of God to excuse themselves)  then likewise they too are rejected from a future 
position in The 3rd Heaven of The Millennium,  all precisely as the many parables of JC teach us  (for example Luke.20v15-16 – 
which is  not  principally about Pharisees to Christians  [shutting the gate after the horse has bolted]  – but they were by prophecy 
as the example:   Christian leaders of The Gospel Age to the TCs of The Millennium) – as I copiously explain within my inter-
verse commentaries in the four gospels. 
It must be understood: 

JC was not looking over his shoulder at the horse which has bolted – but rather he is looking forward and using the 
examples of The Pharisees as The Warnings of how The Leaders of The Christian Nation were  not  to behave! 

But we blithely ignore all this – and vainly state:   
This does not apply to us – because we are  'good' children of God – ignoring Paul's warning at Heb.12v8. 
And likewise what JC said of precisely the  same minded  persons at John.8v32-58. 

But while I state all this – there  are  persons who truly imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  for  no  worldly return except abuse from 
leaders of “Religion” - to become martyrs for The Cause – being The Cause to precisely fulfil Yahweh's Desire on this planet  to 
make possible The Millennium!   Where  all  humans might be resurrected and taught The Word of God by  demonstrative proven  
honest  brokers/representatives (Luke.19v16-19)  rather than the dishonest  brokers/representatives  (Luke.12v46-48)  stated at 
Luke.19v20-23 – where The Vineyard is given to new Vine dressers when The Master returns  (Matt.21v41)  – and so on with so 
many parables and incidents that I could use as citations from The Bible ….............................! 
We are told that there  are  specific individuals of a  small  strange nation who are to  rule  as  kings/priests  2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.2v9, 
5v4, Rev.1v6, etc  and these persons must be ruling over  other people  –  logically there cannot be  “all Chiefs and no Indians”!   
And thus we understand that there  is  The Few over The Many. 
Which reminds me of another quotation at Matt.20v16, 22v14  where we are taught  (noting my parenthesis); 

“Many (3 billion worldly Christians over The Gospel Age )  are  called/invited/summoned  but only a few  (144000 TCs)  
are  selected/elected/chosen  (to become the future sons of God to rule in The Millennium)”. 

But Yahweh in His Omniscience has  made a prophecy  that  must be fulfilled  (just as he spoke through the prophets to yield JC 
through the vehicle of “Israel” [and hence this is to be  repeated  to yield the 144000 TCs  to bring about JC’s 2nd Advent]):- 

Yahweh requires 144000 TCs to be The New Spiritual Israel  elected/selected  out of The New Fleshly Israel. 
These individuals have proven themselves entirely faithful through the scourging of The World (1Cor.3v13-15)  because they have 
proven themselves to be mini-temples of God  (1Cor.3v16)  in the 1st part of their physical life while purifying the 2nd part of their 
spiritual life entirely upon The Word of God correctly imbued to gain Real Faith and  not  blind (“Religious”) faith. 

Where:   Real Faith = accurate knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity. 
I profusely explain all these terms elsewhere  (and in John's Gospel)  so not need to repeat it here. 

The reason for this 2 part process is for Yahweh to gain  demonstrably fully trustworthy  stewards – being The Early Adopters for 
The Cause – who are entirely committed to fulfil Yahweh's Desire – “come what may” - and thus become  demonstrably proven  
for The Greater Responsibility over The Resurrected World (Luke.19v16-19)  –  where these specific individuals shall have  
infinite  power of the HS to use as they deem fit to impose righteousness over The Resurrected World to move about as did JCg  
(John.20v19, 26, Luke.24v31).    Where each one of the 144000 TCs could call upon 12 legions of angels to support them in any 
activity they so wish to ensure righteousness prevails over The World  (Matt.26v53,  noting the power of just one angel – 
2Kings.19v35 – if so required). 

Do you  honestly  think our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders could be entrusted with that sort of power?   
When they are so firmly rooted within worldly methodology (2Tim.3v5)? 

And this is the time when we shall have a perfected society and The Early Adopters  will be  The Administrators of Yahweh – 
being  “The Organisation of Yahweh”  to yield peace upon The Earth – being the fulfilment of perhaps the most beautiful words in 
The Bible at Rev21v1-4.  We realise that in a perfect society while it is being covered by JCg as The Lord of  The  (Great) Sabbath 
Day  (of 1000 years – 2Pet.3v8)  that has been made to purify men and not men for the Sabbath  (Mark.2v27-28)  where it is The 
7th Millennial Day of The Week – having worked under the oppression of Satan's 6 millennial days – we gain Rest in Yahweh's 
Rest (Heb. chapters 3 and 4).  Where it is a bit more than a coincidence that the Hebrew for  “7”  and  “complete/perfection”  come 
from the same root word shaba/sheba (StrongsTM = 7650/1).  This is all merely part of the bed-rock of knowledge that Christian 
leaders  should  be teaching to  “{edifying love}/agapao  Yahweh”  (within the minds of their recipients)  – but  they care not  – 
and that is  precisely why  they are rejected  by Yahweh!    
In Yahweh’s Righteousness,  He has provided through JC that the humans physically living in a perfect paradise planet have 1000 
years to learn how to reform their mind within a perfected environment under the faithful stewardship of the 144000 TCs being:  
“The (2nd) Remnant of (2nd Epoch) Israel that returns to The Lord”  (Isa.10v20-22)  making possible Yahweh's Plan for Human 
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Salvation by drawing out  “The (3rd) Remnant of (3rd Epoch) Israel that returns to The Lord”  at the end of The Millennial Day (= 
the 7th Day of The Week)  after the final  assay/proving  when Satan is released  (Rev.20v7-15)  for a short while (= 3.5 years to 
precisely replicate JC's assay/proving  during his 1st Advent – that is true  righteousness/justice  as  The Precise/Perfect  Balance  
for what JC has done for us)  where those persons who come through this final  assay/proving  are  truly matched against  what JC 
did for us  (for true righteousness – so that Yahweh becomes Supreme within the minds of all entities looking on).   

I thoroughly explain this righteous scenario in Revelations – if you care to read it in my commentaries. 
Thus we understand that The New “Jerusalem” = The  “Organisation/City of Peace”.  And thus we comprehend that The New 
Jerusalem is  not  of physical bricks and mortar – but rather it is allegoric for  “Yahweh's Authority operating through His 
Organisation”  to yield Peace upon this planet within this world (as described Isa.2v4, etc.).  Where we are told that we are to 
become temples of Yahweh  (temple = a place to learn how to fulfil Yahweh's Desire so that we worship Yahweh  in our ministry)  
inasmuch people  come to us to accurately learn  how to please Yahweh – this is to ideally occur in our present 1st part of our 
physical life.   And if  elected/selected  by Yahweh then we become  The Proven  Holy Temple  (constructed out of 144000 white 
[= pure]  stones [= everlasting])  at The Centre of  The New Jerusalem  (= Yahweh’s whole organisation)  as the future Sons of 
God organising The City of Jerusalem  (Rev.14v15, 17,  15v6-8,  16v1, 17,  21v22 – see my local commentaries that fully explain 
precisely what is going on in these accounts).  This also explains what the prophets saw in their vista of The New Jerusalem – and 
going to it every year.  This does  not  mean The World of some umpteen billion individuals physically migrate to physical city 
called  “Jerusalem”  every year –  but rather  Yahweh's Organisation spread all over The Earth will make themselves available to 
ensure righteousness is maintained throughout The World. 

Now continuing:- 
I have spoken on how The 3rd Heaven operates – where Paul was caught up in this as a vision of what was to occur in The 3rd 
Epoch of Israel to yield The 3rd Remnant in The Millennium  (2Cor.12v1-3).  Where Paul was part of The 2nd Remnant  (of 144000 
TCs)  taken out of The Christian Nation in The Gospel Age  (Matt.24v40-44, 1Thes.4v13-18, Rev.11v11-13, etc). 

But what about the 1st Remnant?   Who are they? 
“The (1st) Remnant of (1st Epoch) Israel that returns to The Lord”  comprises of The Prophets who personally fulfilled Yahweh's 
Desire in bringing forth JC's 1st Advent through their prophecies  (as  “The Word of God”)  under The 1st Covenant,  and they were 
followed by the 144000 TCs fulfilling Yahweh's Desire to bring forth JC's 2nd Advent under The 2nd Covenant  (which is why 
Yahweh needs them to fulfil prophecy – and Satan detests them  [because they become his nemesis]).  

So does JC speak of these two groupings? 
Being the two groupings who are required to purify The 3rd Grouping (= The Resurrected World in The Millennium). 

Yes,  JC did speak of these two groupings being part of  “him” – as  “The Word of God”  of which both groupings operated to 
fulfil Yahweh's Desire to make possible The Salvation of Mankind requiring the two groupings of The Early Adopters to be taken 
out over The Two Epochs.             (Where The World operated under Satan's Heaven/(authority) – while The Early Adopters (= 
two groups)  reformed their minds to operate under Yahweh's Heaven/Authority). 
The 144000  TCs are a  small  (not 3 billion)  flock  (Luke12v32)  being of his  own  (“Word of God”)  flock  (John.10v3)  who 
know his  name/Character/Authority  and responded likewise in his  name/Character/Authority  in their  ministry/lifestyle  to 
precisely imitate JC. 
But also JC  (as “The Word of God” – Rev.19v13 all in context by prophecy)  has another flock  (that equally spoke “The Word of 
God” to yield  “The Word of God” [= JC’s 1st Advent])  which is spoken as  The First Flock  (in the  original Greek  but  not  
given in our  useless  translations at key places)  at John.10v16  (please see my local commentaries that fully explain all this). 

Do the apostles speak of these two groupings? 
1. Let us start at 1Cor.15v35-55. 

Paul answers a question asked of him.   He states it depends upon what we have sowed in the 1st part of our physical life  (see also 
Gal.6v7-9)!   If we sowed in the same manner as did JC and his apostles (= 144000 TCs)  then we are resurrected into a  
heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body,  but if we sowed in the manner as do worldly Christian leaders then we shall be resurrected in a 
fleshly (but perfected)  DNA body – as that given originally to  Adam/Eve. 
And for charlatan Christian leaders,  then like their  mentor/head  (of their rejected “tribe” of “Israel”)  being Judas Iscariot,  they 
shall be ignored in The 1st Resurrection  (1Thes.4v13-18, 1Cor.15v50-55, Matt.24v40-44, Rev.11v11-13, 20v6,  etc)  and they shall  
also  be ignored in The 2nd Resurrection  (given to the persons who are  not  the 144000 TCs)  -  and  because  there are  no  more 
subsequent resurrections,   then they are effectively  annihilated. 

2. Let us look at Rev.20v6 
Why should John speak of a 1st Resurrection?   -  This tells us that there are  plural  resurrections. 
Thus we have The 1st Resurrection and then logically there is a 2nd Resurrection. 

Why should there be two resurrections? 
We realise that The 1st Resurrection is for  “The Administrators”  who need to be trained first in their new role of greater 
responsibility – just as JC told us at Luke.19v16-19.  And the Bible also tells us this period  (being The 1st Resurrection)  is 3.5 
years  before  the end of The Gospel Age – which ties in with the descriptions given at Matt.24v40-44, Rev.11v11-13 and 
elsewhere.  I explain how all this occurs within my inter-verse commentaries. 
And thus we understand that they are to have some 3.5 years for personal training before they come back in power at Rev.19v16-21 
alongside JCg to remove all forms of worldly administration  (over 45 days – Dan.12v11-12)  and bring in The Millennium – so 
that the beginning of The 2nd Resurrection might start over The World. 
Let me explain The First-Fruits  mentioned at Rev.14v3-4 when linked to the 144000 TCs.  Also Paul mentions The First-fruits at 
Rom.8v23 speaking of adoption for these first fruits who are the persons of The 1st Resurrection – and to worldly Christian leaders 
Paul speaks of them at Heb.12v8 – being those persons  (if fortunate enough not to be considered as charlatans)  of The 2nd 
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Resurrection  (hence Matt.12v8, etc being their realisation of what they lost,  when they had “sonship” ‘in the palm of their hand’ 
and they had  ‘tossed it away without a care’  in the 1st part of their physical life). 
Let me draw your attention to The Customs of The Jews  (being The 1st Epoch “Israel”):- 

The First-fruit  Barley  was waved at The Temple on The 1st Day of The Week (Nisan 16)  immediately after The Sabbath 
Day following The Passover (Nisan 14).  Then precisely 50 days later The First-fruit  Wheat  is waved before The Main 
Harvest of The Wheat  (that followed  after  The First-fruits).  Where “The Wheat” (feeding upon The Word of God)  is 
taken  early  out of the Main Crop of Wheat that is to feed on The Word of God in The Millennium). 

(Please see The Law stating this at Lev.23v10-20,  which becomes archetypical of what was to follow in The Gospel Age). 
Now let us ask the question:- 

Of what does this remind us? 
It tells us of The First-Fruit Head JC  (as The Barley)  being resurrected and presented to Yahweh at The Temple. 
Then 50 days later we have The Start of The Ministry for the TCs (Acts.2v1+)  given by The TCs – where it is The 144000 TCs to 
become  elected/selected  out of The World (of wheat) – starting at Pentecost and continues through the next some 2000 years of 
The Gospel Age.  Where Paul speaks of The Last Days (plural)  thus  more than one – so could be two or more.  But in the context 
we understand to be the 2 Days of The 2 Millennia (2Pet.3v8)  of The Gospel Age,  where Yahweh is to be collecting His future 
sons of God  (there is much more support elsewhere for this assertion – as I give throughout my inter-verse commentaries of The 
New Testament). 

Where it can be seen this whole allegory precisely mirrors what I explain elsewhere. 
Thus we have  The Head  of The First-fruits,  JCg,  and his body members  (1Cor,12v12-22)  being the 144000 who  precisely 
fulfil  his commandments – as we are told in John's Gospel chapters 14-15.  JC was  not  speaking to The World at this point – nor 
leaders of “Religion” - but only  “The Appointed  (by Yahweh [not The World])  to Tell”  being those specific individuals  grafted 
in by Yahweh  (and not by ourselves presumptuously presuming ourselves to be  “children of God” as profusely stated by worldly 
Christian leaders  to their error).  It must be clearly understood  The “Adoption” Process  is a  two party agreement  and  not  a  
one party agreement – where the self-indulgent child presumes themselves to be adopted – when the adopting parent has already  
rejected  this  petulant/insolent/unreformed  child  (Heb.12v8,  for sonship) ! 
But this righteous logic – being  precisely what The Bible tells us  shall  never  be taught by our worldly Christian leaders teaching  
“sweet-nothings”  of worthless sound-bites –  'pulling'  Yahweh about like  'a puppet on a string'  (ignoring what The Bible teaches 
us at Matt.4v7, etc)!   They operate precisely as The Bible tells us  not  to behave at Rev.22v18-19 – and how do their deluded 
devotees know any differently (Rom.16v17-18)  when they do not know what is in The Bible!    These leaders are an abomination 
to Yahweh – all precisely as The Bible tells us – and if you know The Bible – then you will know of at least 10 citations that I 
could have used here! 
But I know – only because I have translated The Original Greek through two additional revisions  (so I know it,  perhaps like the 
back of my hand)  and given the most comprehensively  accurate translation and commentary explaining Yahweh's most 
Righteous Plan for Human Salvation on this planet. 

That is a very high-level basic understanding – of which I could write a book giving so very many more quotations to 
support what I state through these and earlier pages,  hence my electronic  “Concordance of Topics”  for The World to 
freely use – so that they too might learn:  “The Disclosing Truth”.   Thereby  bypassing  our  worldly Christian leaders! 

So I might ask you: 
Can you use those quotations I give and generate a different future  (righteous)  scenario? 
Or perhaps use  different  quotations to generate a different future  (righteous)  scenario? 

If you cannot – then surely the best hypothesis rules until it is superseded by a better hypothesis? 
Why do you wriggle so hard to refuse the pure water and food I present to you? 
What I present is  entirely righteous for every individual  who has existed on this planet. 
Can  any  leader of “Religion”  present anything as comparable to that which I have explained? 

Thus  worldly Christian doctrine is absolutely unrighteous and has  no  bed-rock of scriptural support,  and utterly defunct! 
If you think  worldly Christian doctrine has some merit,  then please present your reasoning – supported by Bible citations 
in context – I would find it interesting to examine any new understanding with its supportive structure. 

Now let me move to your next points. 
You make the point:   “God did not intend us to strive to become TCs.” 
I find this an extraordinary statement – it is the  very inverse  of precisely what The Bible teaches us! 
Please let me give a few examples out of just so very many:- 

1Cor.4v16, 11v1  Paul's exhortation to us was:  “Copy me as I copy JC”  (2Cor.11v24-28, etc). 
What about Gal.6v7-9,  and so many locations that teach us to be working for The Appropriate Reward! 
What about Paul's Race – where the Greek word means  “Striving to Compete”  - being sweat and exhaustion to win The 
Prize.  And so many others I could use ….................. ! 
JC was perfect  (surely)  and Paul worked so hard to imitate The Perfection He knew  and understood! 

But also let us consider together where these two extremes  (mine and the world's)  of teaching takes us. 
How are we to achieve a perfect society  “Paradise”  -  if we are not to try and imitate JC – where JC was  “The Word of God”  
instructing us how to fulfil Yahweh's Desire – which is:   

“To edify our neighbour to our own hurt.”    Cannot be put any simpler than that! 
I agree that when Peter asked JC how many times should we forgive  our brother  –  then JC answered seven times seventy.    
But the criteria was  “My Brother”  and the forgiveness was ultimately to be over “side-slips” and  not  premeditated sin. 

I high-lighted these points because our worldly Christian leaders are most unrighteous to  ‘mess up’  The Word of God on 
this matter.   
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I explain all in very great detail elsewhere.  But the point is that we are not perfect because we  'screw-up'  on  “{slide-
slips}/{unintentional errors}”  but importantly being driven by  agapao/{love by principal}/{edifying love}  then we are excused.   

By contrast,  what you stated gives a green light to commit error because we are still sinful! 
What an excuse!   Music to Satan's ears!    
We can do whatever we like because we are imperfect – God made us like this – so we can blame Him!  
How blasphemous! 

Obviously you are quoting what our  worldly Christian leaders have taught you – for the same reason I gave earlier – to excuse 
themselves and those person of their congregations not  desiring/{ to require}  change - noting 1Cor.4v16, 11v1. 
What about Paul speaking of The New Personality and of The New Creature growing within us (Gal.6v15). 
Yes,  we were  “fallen”  and JC came to give us The Ministry to perfect our minds – which you seem to have forgotten when only 
thinking of his ransom sacrifice!   Surely that is pick and mix,  where being unrighteous,  we only take upon us what we like!    
Where actually it is our minds that  must become purified  to become Christ-like – else we fail  (over our 2 part life)!   That is 
precisely why  charlatan  Christian leaders have thrown back The Physical Ransom Sacrifice back JC's face – because they have 
The Knowledge and refuse to reform their mind (2Tim.3v5) Spiritually – hence Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22, etc.  

“You state:  The Work that JC did has finished” 
The work of what JC did during his public execution absolutely was  not  the finish – but merely  the start of reform  for The 
World based upon The Work that he did for 3.5 years earlier - that you seem to have forgotten!   
What about Dan.2v35, 45 speaking of The Growing “Mountain” (= “authority” of growing number of 144000 TCs throughout The 
Gospel Age),  and Rev.6v1-2 where JC started his ministry to go out and capture The 144000 TCs – being a white horse  (= 
purified warfare - where the TCs must fight against the present worldly  system/methodology).   Does this mean nothing to you? 
And it is to continue within The Millennium  (of The Great Sabbath Day)!   Thus we realise that:- 

The Spiritual Reform (of The Mind)  being  just as  (if not,  more) important  as The Physical Reform (into a new body)!  
Because  “soul”  is our  “{conscious existence}”  that requires a working body into which our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  must 
operate within.  It is absolutely not the  nonsense  taught by leaders of “Religion”.  On which subject:- 
Is it not obvious,  that if JC brought The Word of God as being different to prevailing  “Religion”  then why should Christianity 
absorb precisely what all religions  (sourced by Satan to confuse)  state about “soul”?  –  For numerous reasons  (and this being one 
of many)  we deduce 1st Century Christianity to be  very different  to what is taught today  (being perhaps why there were so many 
martyrs for The Cause in those days)  -  and thus the morphed  worldly Christianity is merely preaching what Satan desires to hear 
– if it is the same as  “Religion”  generally  (thereby coming from the  same  source).    
It is all just obvious inductive logic! 
As I stated earlier: 

Yahweh can righteously resurrect us into the 2nd part of our physical life. 
But it is  “The Word of God” (= the ministry)  that we must  personally  use to  personally reform our mind! 
Can I ask you to righteously explain how it is possible for what you have stated,  could lead to a perfected society? 

When humans have  not  reformed their mind upon  “The Word of God”  while alive – who then died!   
What more can they do about improving themselves when being  (unconscious while)  dead?    

When they are resurrected – they will behave precisely where they left off – entirely sinful – so how does this look for the future?    
Consequently we righteously reason that JCg can only be working as  The Presence/Parousia  within  compliant  individuals  now  
(as The Word of God),  and in The Millennium he will be working  (alongside his metaphoric bride = 144000 TCs being The 
demonstrable compliant Early Adopters)  to reform The Resurrected World  (whose members become the children from  The 
Union [Rev.19v6-9]  of JCg and the 144000 TCs). 

Do our  worldly Christian leaders comprehend this – in their mystic waffle?   That sadly,  you have merely repeated,  
clearly without thinking of the ramifications of what you have just stated to me! 

Continuing with some of your comments:- 
I have  never  stated that we should add to what JC has done – but merely  (1)  out of respect  (to be giving the due 
acknowledgement)  for what he has done  (2) demonstrably showing the transfiguration of our mind,  then at best we should 
endeavour to precisely imitate his  ministry/lifestyle  to the finest showing we are able (1John.2v29) – else surely we do  not  truly  
commit/entrust (= believe)  in him – and we could in the extreme become like Judas Iscariot  (John.6v64 – and the counter given 
by Peter at John.6v68 showing a transfiguration of The Mind)!   
When speaking about  “insult to God” – surely it is an insult to God if we do not try to 1Cor.4v16, 11v1  -  because we are 
devaluing within our mind what JC has done for us!    
Surely think of it at a personal level:- 

We show a person how to live a perfect life for the good of the person and of society generally,  and then we put our life 
on the line to save them. 
After the event – that  ‘saved person’  goes back to their worldly ways and disregards what we instructed to yield a perfect 
society – they merely go out and self-indulge - but they  do  thank you for saving them  so that they can return back to 
their own worldly ways – returning society back into its present broken state! 

Wherefore then has JC's salvation led society?   A return back to bankruptcy!  (2Pet.2v18-22, etc) 
However conversely:- 

If another individual is shown how to lead a perfect life and they also thank us for saving them – but their  'thank-you'  is  
not  to return to their old ways – but rather they go out imitating what we did  to  help teach others  how also to live a 
perfect life – so that society  is  reformed!   Note:  Rom.16v4 and how Paul felt of Priscilla and Aquilla. 

In the examples above,  who,  would you think,  is insulting who? 
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And who is respecting what The Father asked of them  (Matt.21v28 which was  “to  work  in the vineyard”  
[understanding these allegories – see my local commentaries])  and further,  we are to listen  (to his  teaching/commands)  
unto JC because he  was/is  Yahweh's beloved son  (Matt.17v5, Luke.9v35). 

This is what I mean about our worldly Christian leaders having generated  a form of inverted logic  – and why I am so righteously 
angered by what they have done in mincing The Word of God  to excuse themselves! 

That is precisely  why  Yahweh shall be so  vengeful  upon them  (to be mincing His  Personal  Word)! 
 

You mention  “understanding salvation”. 
What does  “understanding Salvation”  really mean: 

Is it a righteous understanding of salvation as I explain here – or an unrighteous salvation as given by our  worldly 
Christian leaders – given within their nonsense and utterly unrighteous exegesis? 

Also what form of the four Greek words  (and their subsets)  for “love” do you mean? 
Because the  “love”  that  worldly Christian leaders teach is  not  “Agapao”  yielding  “Agape”  as  I understand given in The Bible 
– but,  they teach  “love”  to be whatever their recipients  chose it to mean – often to be a  self-indulgent “love”! 
This shows the utter lack of precision in virtually everything they state – everything is given to allow whatever we personally wish 
to read into what they give!   Is this  what/how  JC and the apostles taught?   Absolutely not! 
They gave concise instruction and precisely explained what The Word of God really meant – not subjectively! 

So what do you precisely understand by  “Loving JC”  and  “Loving Yahweh”? 
I explain what these terms really mean in John's Gospel – and thus not repeat them here. 

Why is there no  striving  to imitate JC – when The Gospels  (John.15v16, 16v33 because of 16v1-4)   and epistles tell us that we 
shall be persecuted  (1Cor.10v13 – so that Yahweh can give us a means of escape)  and times that are difficult to deal with 
(2Tim.3v1-7)!   And as I gave earlier the tight  (difficult/striving)  and wide  (easy/pleasurable)  gate (Matt.7v12-14).   When The 
World is operating under Yahweh's Methodology in The Millennium – then people who operate accordingly shall find life easy.  If 
The World operates under Satan's methodology,  then those persons who operate against this worldly methodology  (being TCs 
with Yahweh's Methodology in their mind)  must battle against  'The Current Flow of The Stream'  being The Spirit of the Air 
(Eph.2v2, 1John.5v19, 2Cor.4v4, etc)  both within our mind and also upsetting the leaders' positions in our active preaching against 
what they teach and practise!   Thus obviously it is a process of striving  (as sojourners)  rather than a  'passive acceptance'  to be 
coexisting in a compliant manner within The World  (and thus  not  feeling its rebuff from persons embarrassed by our righteous 
behaviour). 
And I could give just so very many more citations to support what I state (and do later) – again I need my  Concordance of Topics  
that will automatically list these entries to combat what our worldly Christian leaders teach us – of which you repeat without 
thought.   Interestingly what I see come  naturally  from Christian leaders is precisely what we are told how  not  to behave – being  
The  First/Most  within society  (for example of many, Luke.20v46),   involving themselves in The Worldly Affairs when we are 
taught by JC,  Paul and the other apostles  not  to meddle in The World or its  (political)  affairs!   

Let us examine The Records (for some of our leaders of “Religion”):- 
There is murder,  embezzlement,  fraud,  adultery,  and worst,  being paedophiles,  and I could go on and on .......! 
So sadly what  comes naturally to them is alien to what JC taught us  – so how have they “fallen in love with JC”? 

What do you mean by:  striving and becoming acceptable to Yahweh? 
You appear to have completely misunderstood Yahweh's Righteous Plan for Human Salvation! 
Being the references and the reasons why Yahweh is drawing out the 5 and 2 talent stewards and be rejecting the 1 talent steward – 
where The New Testament is written both for:- 

1.  What salvation truly means – being what Yahweh expects and demands  (from all humans). 
2.  The First-Fruits being  The Means/Tools  to make Yahweh's Plan of Human Salvation possible. 

The salvation of which you  correctly  speak requires  no  striving to obtain salvation during  this part  of our life. 
It is a “walk-in-the-park” for us now – to behave precisely as we desire – because as you quite rightly state: 

“JC has covered us”!   Yes he has covered us,  merely  to get us into The Millennium –  all  of us  (1John.2v2)! 
But that is absolutely  not  “the whole story” - but merely The 1st Stage  (never  taught by 'you know who')! 

Yahweh requires His future sons of God to make this whole plan get off the ground and righteously operate. 
What I righteously described in the first part of this letter  (being merely what The Bible  tells us,  as I show with a few citations 
out of so many) – is absolutely unintelligible to our worldly Christian  scholars/theologians/leaders – which is precisely why they 
do  not  teach it to The World.   They  “rather be ignorant”  (StrongsTM = 50)  because of the ramifications this knowledge would 
have on their present lifestyle!   So they  “choose not to absorb it” – and thus become personally  ‘excused’  to practise it! 
They merely choose what they want The World to hear – to support their present indulgent lifestyle. 

Thus what  “striving”  is required – and,  to achieve what? 
As I stated,  you are perfectly correct:  Worldly Christians  and  non-Christians  are  saved from  “Death”  (being The 1st Death)  
and are resurrected into The Millennium to  finalise/perfect  the 2nd part of their spiritual life  (in The Sabbath Day made for men 
where JC is The Lord of The Sabbath – Mark.2v27-28, etc).   But there is The 2nd Death on the horizon  (Rev.2v11, 20v6). 
However The Bible teaches us in just so many places that Yahweh is after His  Kings/Priests  for The Millennium – being proven 
individuals,  trusted  to rule righteously with The Word of God over The Resurrected World.  And these individuals  are  the 
persons who  “strive”  to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  against what The World will throw at them – because as we are 
told:  “The World is in The power of The Wicked One” (1John.5v19, 2Cor.4v4, Satan)  and he not wanting The Trigger Threshold 
of prophecy within God's Word of 144000 TCs to occur – else it becomes his demise (Rev.20v1-3) – being his nemesis!    

TCs  'rock The Boat'  of the comfortable lifestyle that  worldly Christian leaders 'love'  (= the self-indulgent love)  and 
thus these  “thorns”  (TCs)  must be surgically removed from out of their side  (John.11v47-53). 
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But by contrast: 
Worldly Christians and non-Christians do  not  'rock the Boat'  but pander and feed the  worldly Christian  leaders  inside 
the boat and thus obviously,  they do not receive persecution from leaders of “Religion”!    

This is all  precisely as The Bible tells us – and if you know The Bible as you told me,  then you should know of these citations 
without me needing to give them out to you!   
And further,  this is precisely what we have witnessed throughout the ages! 

The salvation JC  physically  gave to us through his ransom sacrifice gets us into the  2nd part of our physical life. 
The salvation JC  spiritually  gave us through his ministry  gives us eternal salvation. 

This very important fundamental and righteous differentiation is  'gobble-gosh'  to worldly Christian leaders! 
You speak about “working your fingers to The Bone and not being right with Yahweh”  - Yes you are correct,  but completely 
gone off on a tangent to what The Gospel really means  (being how I explained it here). 
But also supporting what you state at Rom.4v1-3 – where Paul discusses Abraham looking good through works to fellow humans – 
and yet not necessarily righteous to Yahweh – but yet contrary to what you state,  he  was  righteous to Yahweh for a  different 
reason – which in this instance  was through works!  (As Paul explains in Rom.4v3+). 
All as Paul further explains in Hebrew chapter 11. 
What you must understand is that The Real Gospel as taught by JC  (and why the leaders of “Religion” detested him and martyred 
so many 1st Century Christians)  is absolutely  not  the same Gospel as taught today,  which is precisely  why  The Real Gospel had 
to morph into something acceptable for The World to stomach  (being what leaders of “Religion” could get out of it)  and 
translated The Resultant of their doctrine into a  subset of “Religion”  to gain out of their devotees. 
It must be clearly understood  (being inductive conclusion of what you correctly stated):  

1st Century Christianity originally given by JC taught us that we do  not  need leaders of “Religion” - they are  entirely 
redundant  to Yahweh's Grand Scheme for Human Salvation!   Where Yahweh is actually working in parallel to them – 
because they have  no  part to play in the 1st part of our physical life – for the very reason of what you said! 

That is why JC  is  righteously able to  back-cover  the earlier some 4000 years  before  his murder – where the religious leaders  
equally  had  no  part to play in their devotees' salvation  except The Prophets who brought forth JC’s 1st Advent,  based upon their 
prophecies given as  “The Word of God”.  Leaders of “Religion” are merely  a continuum  from out of which Yahweh gains “The 
Remnant”  appropriate for The Epoch  (of “Israel” over its 3 epochs). 
And thus for this reason that is  precisely why  JC was so hated  (John.11v48)  because leaders of  “Religion”  were shown to be 
parasites to the community and offered nothing in Yahweh's overall Plan for human salvation  (Mark.1v22).   

Because JC,  as you  correctly  stated,  he covered us all (1John.2v2)  so then what logical need is there for leaders of 
“Religion”  when we have no need to work and “strive”  (precisely as you stated)!    
Because the real purification of The Mind occurs in the 2nd part of our physical life in The Millennium within a perfected 
society!   When we truly  “believe in JC”  as The Word of God  correctly  taught  (by JCg and The Early Adopters). 

But now moving on to reason through your original comment on the 144000 TCs. 
I return back to what JC and the apostles  also taught  is for The Greater Goal – being The Ideal Target unto which we should aim 
being The Many called and entering,  but yet only The Few selected  (Matt.20v16, 22v14). 

Also The Race,  where many persons enter – but only one wins The Prize of the higher calling (1Cor.9v24, Phil.3v14) -  
and also we must run according to The Rules (2Tim.2v5)  set by JC's Golden Standard  (and not to be ‘cheating’)!    

All these things are  not  speaking of salvation generally – because JC has covered that  (as you stated) – and thus we are speaking 
of something  different – being The Ideal – to become future sons of God,  to be  The  Brothers/Sisters  (Matt.12v48-50)  of  
Christ/Anointed  by Yahweh for that very position alongside JCg (Matt.20v23) – but I am sure you know of all these quotations 
and many more to  support  what I state! 
And it is to these individuals who  are  “striving”  to imitate JC to achieve The Goal  (noting the opposition at John.16v1-4 and 
hence their “striving”) – being the fulfilment of Yahweh's Desire in the 1st part of their physical life – in precisely the same manner 
as did the quoted examples in Heb. Chapter 11 – they all worked and strived for their position to be mentioned by Paul as an 
example for us to be aiming towards to achieve The Ideal Goal  NOW!   Where also JC spoke of The Plough and not looking back,  
building The Tower and not stopping its build,  also of The Thrashing Ox,  The Workers in The Vineyard  -  where all these 
examples are of  ‘working and striving’ to achieve The Goal  -  all  “striving” activities.    

Do you accept what JC taught us here means what I state – or have I invented these citations and what they mean?   
Can you suggest an alternative – or do we just remove these citations from out of our mind (Rev.22v18-19)? 

But we must understand Satan becomes worried when his time is short (Rev.12v12)  because he does not want The Trigger 
Threshold of 144000 TCs to occur  (else Rev.20v1-3),  so he  hides/covers  over The Requirement,  –  belittles The Requirement 
within our minds,  so that we think:  'We do not need to strive to fulfil Yahweh's Desire'.   
And because we are  not  precisely imitating Paul as he imitated JC  (“the Pattern”)  to the very best of our ability  then sadly 
Yahweh cannot consider us as contenders for sonship – we have bailed out of The Race – because it was too arduous,  and have 
consequently thrown back what JC has done for us in His face!   

Can you understand this? – Because it is just so important!   Yahweh is after resilient, trustworthy perfected leaders. 
You can surely see it is:- 

1.  Righteous for every human. 
2.  Precisely what The Bible tells us! 

So why do you ardently refuse to believe what I am carefully showing you? 
Please explain your understanding in a righteous manner using Bible scriptures! 
Not necessarily to me – but within your own mind – carefully reason through what you know. 
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The problem why you are struggling at understanding this,  is because worldly Christian doctrine has been so well crafted to be a 
worldly enticing lure put out by  worldly Christian leaders  (of the 4th Century onwards)  with the intention to trash what God was 
teaching us as The Real Gospel.  And in turn, they replaced it with something that they as:  The Supposed Conduit to God – 
enabled them to extract tithes of so many worldly inducements,  (money/power/indulgence/prestige/sex/leverage/glory/etc)  from 
their devotees during the intervening time – which is  precisely what we have witnessed throughout The Gospel Age. 

And all this which was to occur - was succinctly told to us  would occur – by JC and the apostles! 
And yet you  still  refuse  to believe what I communicate to you  (merely what The Bible tells us)! 
Also to be refusing to accept what the last 2000 years of  actual historical records  have told us! 

I just find it so frustrating that you have pulled the shutters down over your mind – closing your eyes and ears to reason – being 
precisely what The Bible tells us – in so many places – are you aware of these citations? 

Have I stated anything that is not what The Bible specifically tells us? 
Have I stated anything that is unrighteous for any individual who has lived on this planet over the last 6000 years? 
Have I stated anything other than what brings  glory/honour/dignity  to Yahweh or JCg? 
Have I not shown how The Bible citations righteously support each other with no lose ends,  and no mystery? 

With the given explanation based entirely upon the facts that this world presents,  I must ask:- 
Are you able to postulate something that is more viable than that given above? 
So why are you so stubborn to the so many facts presented above? 

Let us move onto another topic. 
What do you precisely mean when you state:  “We walk in the spirit”. 
Because I counter:- 

Every single person on this planet  “personally walk in the spirit”  -  else quite simple,  we would be dead! 
I mean:  We walk in our  own  spirit – that has been  built/created  upon our environment. 
Inasmuch our mind = synapse construction mapping is constructed from the joining of the dendrites and axons of the synapse to 
neurons  (being the breaking or enforcing through sodium/potassium ions)  is created by The Environment = “Learning”. 

This  “learning process”  creates our  =  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that ultimately forms our character. 
JC speaks about this mechanism in various parts of his teaching  (Matt.6v22-23 as an example)  where we choose to imbue certain 
input stimuli from the environment according to what we delight – and this can be  habit forming – where some individuals need to 
be redirected – and thus go through a  new  process of  “Learning”  to change their  spirit/personality/desires/traits.   

JC came to us as  “The Word of God”  – which he exercised with fidelity to become  “The Wisdom of God”. 
Thus his ministry becomes The Means to change our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  through a process of learning. 
Where we have the ability to gain the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as JC – provided  we  thoroughly  imbue The 
Word of God and then with understanding we freely choose to operate with fidelity upon what we have learnt having personally 
thoroughly  tested/assayed  what we know to gain assurance – thereby gaining  Real Faith  (as opposed to  “blind” faith) 

Thus JC came into The Environment – to  replace  worldly methodology with Yahweh's Methodology. 
Where:- 

Worldly methodology = to self-indulge  (which is ultimately)  to our neighbour’s hurt. 
Yahweh's Methodology = to edify our neighbour to our own hurt. 

Thus we understand the benefits to us personally,  and to society generally,  if we operate according to Yahweh’s Methodology that 
comes to us through JC as The Word of God – where JC becomes The Exemplar for us to copy  (and we are coming back to what 
Paul stated at 1Cor.4v16, 11v1). 
It is the persons who become The Early Adopters  precisely imitating  JC become the temples  (1Cor.3v16,  ideally the 
environment)  that other persons can come towards so that they too might learn from The Environment how to fulfil Yahweh's 
Desire through a process of  “Learning”. 
The point behind this is that all this occurs through  “The Word of God”  being  correctly imbued  as the spiritual RNA so that we 
might personally grow a  new  personality (“Creature” – Gal.6v15)  as the spiritual DNA and this becomes The Process of 
Generation/Procreation  of becoming  “Born Again”  (John.3v1-12)  while yet  not physically  being “Born Again” (that occurs in 
The Millennium).  
It is those persons who first  accurately  gain The Word of God from  a reliable source  (and not through a process of Rev.22v18-
19  [as given by definition:  worldly and worse, charlatan Christian leaders]),  then these persons who  assay/test/prove  The 
Knowledge gained to ensure that it is reliable  (and has not been passed through Rev.22v18-19)  righteously covering all persons 
who have ever lived and thus reasoning it  is  correctly sourced by The Righteous God  - hence proven within our mind,  then we 
are indebted  (as Paul teaches us Rom.15v1, etc)  to act with fidelity according to what we know  (to aid our neighbours to  
accurately  gain The Knowledge  sourced by Yahweh).   Else we become condemned (Eze.33v1-20) for remaining silent! 
Obviously we are not able to even get off the 1st square – if we have  not  The Accurate Knowledge of The Word of God in its  
purest  state – else:  How can we fulfil Yahweh's Desire – if we do not absolutely know what it is? 
But sadly,  many persons call themselves  “mathematicians”  if they can just barely add-up – but are clearly  not  mathematicians 
when compared with those persons who can deftly manipulate  “differential equations”  (for example). 

And it is the  competent  auditors who recognise that only the latter group are True Mathematicians who are able to move 
forward The Science of Mathematics. 
But how many people on this planet know of The Full Extent that Mathematics can bring to The World? 

The above can be repeated in so many disciplines – and to include what Yahweh teaches us through  “The Word of God” (= “JC”).  
For I repeat:- 
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But sadly,  many persons call themselves  “Christians”  if they presume they know JC – but are clearly not  “Christians”  when 
compared with those persons who can deftly manipulate  “The Word of God”  like a short sword  (Luke.22v36, Eph.6v17 – please 
see my local commentaries – and compare with worldly commentaries). 

And it is The  Competent  Auditor Yahweh Who recognises that only the latter group are True Christians (TCs) fulfilling 
His Desire to move forward The Salvation of Mankind. 
But who on this planet knows what is: “Yahweh's Desire”  (see glossary on “FutureLife.Org”). 

I write like this not to criticise the congregational members – who are presently  “not given to know”  and  “kept in the dark”  as 
corralled farmed cattle  (Matt.9v36, captured by Matt.7v15),  but to act as a shining light – to become The Impetus to bring about 
reform and self-scrutiny,  so that we,  together,  we might ultimately fulfil Yahweh's Desire – to be personally part of bringing forth 
Yahweh's Plan for human salvation. 
The persons I strongly criticise are precisely the same persons of whom JC and the apostles criticised being the  worldly  (and 
worse, charlatan) Christian leaders utterly deceiving and misleading their congregational members for self-indulgent reasons  
(Luke.12v46-48, Rom.16v17-18,  springing to mind as a couple out of just  so many  for our warning that I could give). 
These individuals having The Word of God twisted in such a fashion to be giving lures and illusions  (just as competently as a 
staged conjurer might)  for precisely the same self-indulgent reasons of worldly gain!   However because the duped congregations 
want to see this – thus they become  'open to deception'  having  'dropped their guard'  – and the  con-man  recognises this 
opportunity and climbs up into this position so they are able to manipulate the situation for mutual self-indulgences  (= operating 
according to the spirit of the world,  Eph.2v2)!   But because now their livelihood depends upon this lucrative income then they 
must maintain a charade to keep the worldly return  (of whatever flowing in – as listed earlier)! 
That is precisely why I consider  “lay preachers”  (2Thes.3v6-12)  who desire absolutely  no  worldly return – that Yahweh agapao.  
Because their driver is sincere and is only of one master (Matt.6v24). 

Where am I going with this long preamble? 
I am asking:  “What does spirit mean”  when related to Yahweh? 
I have carefully explained that  spirit/personality/desires/traits  is our character – being expressed within The Environment where 
we have personal influence – where we have imbued The Environment that habitually reinforces  what/where  we care to place 
ourselves within The Environment. 
I have explained The Early Adopters place themselves within Yahweh's Environment of The Unadulterated  “Word of God”  and 
operate according to what it precisely teaches us. 

What does this really mean? 
Is it what our worldly Christian leaders teach us? 
Obviously not – by definition! 

The  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that operates within Yahweh is  holy/pure/{separate from this world of sin}. 
Thus Yahweh's Character is different to that which operates upon The Earth  (John.15v17-24, and other places),   presently we are 
not  pure,  and neither are we  {separate from this world of sin}  (as you state),  but this  can  change  if  we grow our new self  (= 
the new spiritual DNA within our mind  built upon  the spiritual RNA of The Word of God [= JC]). 
Thus we understand that this  new creature  becomes the  presence/parousia  of JC  (as The Word of God)  operating within us to 
generate The New Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  that is sourced by Yahweh through JC as The Word of God. 

Does all this make sense so far? 
Have I said anything that is illogical or unrighteous? 
Have I said anything is not directly supported by The Bible? 

Let me continue – to answer my claim above  (worldly Christian leaders are not representing Yahweh),  and to explain  “spirit”  in 
relation to Yahweh. 
If  we desire to become TCs,  then  we choose to make this  new creature  grow within us,  we desire it to start controlling us,  so 
that we are now  personally  uprooted from The World and live as sojourners within The World. 
At which point we absolutely disconnect ourselves from what drives The World  (same quote as I gave earlier John.15v17-24)  –  
because as we are told,  this present world  (= mankind's systems/protocols/operations)  is to be destroyed.  And thus we not to be 
any part of it (2Pet.3v8-13) – and likewise we are to leave “Religion” being its methodology (Rev.18v4)  that itself is being driven 
by its leaders who operate according to worldly methodology  (witness history – just as it will be publicised within The Millennium 
– Luke.12v3;  to justify Yahweh's actions in behaving as He has done  [in the face of the disbelieving individuals]).  
The Word of God correctly imbued can be accurately accessed through:- 

Knowing The Tree by carefully observing The Fruits,  Matt.7v16-20 where The Tree is the person claiming to represent 
Yahweh and The Fruits are The Resultant of The Growing efforts of The Tree and thus become The Recipients  
[congregational members].  So we must ask:  Do they precisely imitate JC? 
The fruits are absolutely  not  'the works' – as we are errantly taught by  “you know who”  because the works are the buds 
(being the interface)  from which the fruits then grow!  The Tree presents The Spiritual DNA  (positive or negative)  
which becomes implanted within its fruit – to bring forth  the next generation. 

Thus the person who  accurately  imbues The Word of God and able to use it like a short sword in both attack and defence – 
because they are driven by the  new Creature  that is operating accordingly to the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that 
operates within Yahweh given to us through JC that operates as a  presence/parousia  within us which can be seen within our fruits 
being the next generation of TCs who also are learning how to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle.  All this becomes the 
exhortation of Paul  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1)  to progressively make up The Prophesied Number that shall ultimately Trigger Satan's 
Demise – The 144000 TCs being JC's  “Small Flock”  (Luke.12v32)  taken out  (by logical and inductive extension of “Small”)  of  
“The Large or Many Flocks”   being those persons  (= The Christian Nation at Large)  fed luring titbits by those thieves  (= 
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worldly/charlatan Christian leaders,  Matt.24v23-26,  Luke.17v2)  coming to steal the  “soul/{conscious existence}”  of those 
persons within the  (“small”, Luke.12v32) “own flock” (John.10v3,  please see my local commentaries).   
It must be understood precisely why this occurs  (and we are back to  “Satan's Desire”  – see glossary). 
Further,  we understood that the sheep are the members of The World who have The Word of God,  non-Christians are not 
generally featured within The New Testament – because as you stated:  No works are required and because JC saved The World 
(1John.2v2) – and JC judges no one,  – but His Father (Yahweh),  just as JC tells us   (and yet JC does judge The World as he also 
tells us – but I righteously explain this apparent worldly conundrum – if we use The Millennium – please see my commentaries 
elsewhere)  and thus non-Christians are  automatically  captured by The Safety Net of The Millennium. 
I could go out on these various strands and write many pages to further explain to the lowest level what The Bible precisely teaches 
us  (giving copious citations) – but I must return to explain  Yahweh's Spirit/(personality/desires/traits)  and what it means. 
As I have shown,  it is JC who becomes The Means for us  (being The Early Adopters)  to gain the  one/same  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  that operates within JC,  that also operates within Yahweh  (John.14v20, 17v21-26)  so that our  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  is also  pure/{separate from this world of sin}. 

What does this really mean? 
It means that we – like JC  (Matt.26v39)  are to be fulfilling Yahweh's Desire – because we  are  operating with the  one/same  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that which operates within JC that is also within Yahweh.   
Thus we realise that by doing this we  are  (like JC being beloved by Yahweh)  making Yahweh's Desire manifest within The 
Environment.  And because we  are  making Yahweh's Desire manifest within The Environment then Yahweh will reciprocate to 
make His Desire further fulfilled within The Environment around us to further His Desire  to bring about The Salvation of 
Mankind  (and  not  to titivate the individual’s self-indulgences). 
We know from the website “FutureLife.Org”  Yahweh is wholly focussed on  RIGHTEOUSLY  bringing forth The Salvation of 
Mankind.  Yahweh is absolutely  not  focussed upon fulfilling self-indulgent activity practised  elsewhere  in “Religion”  done to 
fulfil  {animalistic/carnal minded}  individuals – in fact as we are told He turns His back upon these activities because The Mind 
within these individuals who are ardently pulling at what they think are the correct strings  (as taught by leaders of “Religion”)  are 
absolutely  not  fulfilling Yahweh's Desire. 

Why? 
Because as I have tried to explain,  They have placed themselves within an environment where The Environment does  not  
correctly give The Knowledge of  “The Word of God”  as given by JC,  but rather  'the word of God'  that has been through the 
mincer  (Rev.22v18-19)  for the sole reason The Resultant pleases all the participants within The Environment – which is precisely 
why they  “Congregate Together”  within The Environment they choose.    
But it is “blind faith” – because it has  not  been personally  tested/assayed/proved  by persons who are competent auditors on what 
has been presented – information is merely accepted as being “truth” - but in reality this information is a fictitious myth. 

But how do the believers of “fictitious myth” to know any other?   They merely blindly accept it to be 'reality'! 
That is precisely why I call worldly Christian leaders:  spiritual paedophiles  (Matt.18.6, Mark.9v42, Luke.17v2 – being so 
important to be mentioned three times)  or spiritual rogue traders – giving “the pretence” of something that they cannot correctly  
substantiate/deliver  (2Cor.2v17, 4v2).  And thus they should be exposed precisely like  “rogue builders”  giving a substandard job 
to their paying unwitting customers!   All very applicable descriptors! 

Thus continuing to complete this theme on what “spirit” really means in relation to Yahweh. 
We realise  (from the copious warnings given by JC and The Apostles)  that worldly Christian leaders do  not  operate upon The 
Word of God correctly imbued  (as the innumerable examples I give and carefully explain on “FutureLife”) – and thus clearly,  
they  cannot  have the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that which operates within JC or Yahweh to make Yahweh's 
Desire manifest within The Environment.    

Therefore we accurately conclude  (precisely as The Bible tells us)  Yahweh does  not  work within The Environment 
around them  (James.1v6-8)  to bring forth His Plan for Human Salvation. 

So we must ask: 
Who  accurately  brings forth  “The Salvation of Mankind”  in precisely the same manner as did JC and The Apostles for 
absolutely  no  worldly return (Acts.18v1-3, 2Thes.3v6-12) – being persecuted by leaders of “Religion” (John.16v1-4),  to 
be living as did Paul  (1Cor.4v9-13, 2vCor.11v24-28, etc)? 

Look at The Fruitage,  and also The Behaviour (behind the scenes) – but absolutely not the veneer  'sales spiel'  given by both 
words and  deeds/illusions  that all proficient confidence tricksters are so capable of doing to gain a worldly return  (rogue traders – 
'cowboy' builders). 

We are to conclude the TCs behave precisely as did JC and The Apostles who personally produce The Fruit that become 
the  next generations  of TCs so that Yahweh might gain His  prophesied  quota of 144000 TCs – thereby righteously 
(according to His decree)  Yahweh can then bring in The Millennium to start The Purification Process of Resurrected 
Mankind  (being those persons  not  having access to The Pure Word of God  [also including most Christians through 
reason of Rev.22v18-19 by their leaders of “Religion”]  in The Millennial Day of 1000 years.  
By definition it is only the TCs who have this  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that within JC and Yahweh 
who  (with Yahweh)  make Yahweh's Desire Manifest within The Environment  (to yield The Millennium and bring 
forward The Salvation/Purification [within the Mind] of mankind)  (= the “HS”). 
Thus Yahweh requires His  demonstrably proven leaders  (striving through adversity without regard to themselves)  to 
teach righteousness to The Resurrected World for  no  return.  Because they have  The Correct  Spirit/etc. in the mind. 

All this is precisely what The Bible teaches us. 
It is utterly righteous to every human who has existed on this planet! 

So why do humans refuse to accept this righteousness? 
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It is as I precisely state copiously elsewhere:  The HS sourced by Yahweh that operates through JC and within the TCs which 
brings forth Yahweh's Desire to ultimately yield a righteous,  perfected society by reforming the minds within its members to be 
truly “Christ-like”.   And has this occurred yet now or within dead persons?   Absolutely not – that is precisely why we need The 
Millennium and precisely why Yahweh needs demonstrably proven people in the 1st part of their physical life for the next stage. 
Thus the HS has a composite definition of:- 

1. Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits which is  holy/pure/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2. Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment (= The Universe). 

The HS that operates within Yahweh is  not to  (will not)  be used to perpetuate an animalistic mind that indulges The Immediacy  
(of worldly practices,  based upon worldly methodology) – but a mind that has a fixation upon The Goal – being The Millennium 
and a mind that is Christ-like  worthy for the future environment  to make Yahweh's Desire  a reality in The Environment. 
Thus we realise that the HS does not operate within persons who come to have a good time to  ‘please the animalistic mind’  within  
the present environment  in the same manner as do persons of “Religion” because we are told to get out of her (Rev.18v4). 

So where does this take us? 
We must understand that to have the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that which operates within Yahweh then:- 

We must  first  accurately  gain The Real Word of God assayed and then operated upon it with fidelity! 
Operating with fidelity upon The Word of God means: 

We precisely imitate JC and Paul – by doing precisely what they did within their life. 
But more importantly (and often ignored):- 

We must  not  invent things that JC and Paul did  not  do – and then perform these  invented  things  in place  of the other 
things that JC and the apostles performed within their life!   
Restating:  We must  not  invent things and then do these things  in place  of what JC and the apostles did! 

A good rule of thumb is place a weighting on the frequency of what something occurs in The Bible  and of its context  and then 
apply it to ourselves.  Charlatan Christian leaders will  (1) take something  out of context  (2) give it a twist and  (3) multiply its 
magnitude up beyond what has been given in The Bible for  worldly self-indulgence!   -  Is this a sensible thing to do? 
But things that  are  important for us  –  given frequently  in The Bible  -  will be  ignored  by charlatan Christian leaders. 
This is precisely why we must absolutely know The Word of God so that we  can  spot confidence tricksters! 
We might ask the question: 

What do we witness occurring within worldly Christian congregations when considering the following:- 
1.  What JC  did/performed  within his life  -  and also  
2.  What JC  did/performed  not  within his life? 

Then we also need to ask: 
Why  did JC and The Apostles behave in the manner they did? 
And  why   “Ecclesia”  means  “The Calling Out”  in precisely the same manner as did JC and Paul? 
And  why  The 1st Century Christians where martyred in the numbers they were? 

I could write a book to explain these questions – and yet I explain all within my commentaries to The New Testament to precisely 
explicate The Word of God to The World  without  passing through Rev.22v18-19 – and open myself up to  intelligent/reasoned  
argument from The World's  very best  theologians/scholars! 

Only so that Yahweh might be  glorified/honoured  in The Resultant  within  sane/reasoned  minds! 
Because in The Millennium under The Righteous Reign of JCg,  we must ask ourselves:- 

Will we be operating within  (1) sane reasoning pure minds or  (2) bewitched/drugged  minds?   
How would Yahweh Desire us in the future society?   As either the  kings/priests  or the persons beneath them? 

Thus we realise that in The Millennium,  throughout society our reforming leaders who are full of The HS shall be behaving  
precisely like  JC and The Apostles did in the 1st part of their physical life  (placed there by Yahweh): 

The future leaders will be honoured and respected,  operating in judicial control in sane/reasoning minds –  they will  not  
be rolling around on the ground supposedly  'slain in the spirit'! 

Likewise our reforming leaders who are full of The HS shall be behaving like JC and The Apostles: 
The future leaders will be speaking in a language that we can all understand so that we might personally reform to become 
Christ-like  -  they will  not  be speaking self-indulgent “gibberish” behind closed doors (1Cor.14v23)  that requires 
supposed interpreters!   Look at Pentecost  (Acts. chapter 2)  and the  reason why  different languages where used:  So that 
interpreters were not required (Acts.2v6-12),  and the foreign visitors to Jerusalem (see future analogy) understood 
Yahweh's Righteous Plan for Human Salvation  within their own language! 

We might ask: 
What type of practices as described above occurs throughout “Religion” - being what we are instructed to  leave  at the 
close of The Gospel Age (Rev.18v4)? 

I can keep “banging the drum”,  “blowing the bugle”  clearly and distinctly (1Cor.14v8)  so that the recipients can hear clearly 
what they must do,  and be giving them warning (Eze.33v1-20)  against the perils of the anitichrists (1John.2v18, 4v1-3)  coming to 
take captive the minds of those persons whom I am trying to protect – but if these persons refuse the  carefully reasoned arguments  
(based entirely on what The Bible tells us)  and run headlong after what  they prefer to hear  (2Tim.4v3-4)  because it titivates their 
animalistic mind,  then what more can I do to help them during The Gospel Age? 

Again let us reason upon your next statement:- 
God knew The Word of God would go out to many people,  but that in some cases it would fall upon stony ground  and not 
produce lasting “faith” (Real or Blind?),  or on thorns,  or the birds would eat up  but that is not our responsibility.   It is the work 
of the HS to bring conviction to people – all we have to give to people is The Word.  (Your next part is correct – it  is  the 
recipients responsibility to take it up provided  they have been given The Word of God correctly!    
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And that is The Crux – because  if  they  sensibly reason with a sane mind  upon what has been given to them,  is  actually 
genuinely  inconsistent rubbish  doctrine  -  then  whose fault is it?   The Giver or The Receiver? 

There is much in what you state that I need to righteously unravel – because you have merely unthinkingly repeated the 
unrighteous twisted twaddle given to you by your worldly Christian leaders! 
Let me start: 

God knew The Word of God would go out to many people,   
Yes He did – and whose responsibility is it to make that occur as stewards (Matt.25v13-20,  Luke.19v14-20). 
And are those house-masters faithfully reproducing The Word of God (Luke.12v46-48)? 

but that in some cases it would fall upon stony ground  and not produce lasting “faith” (Real or Blind?),   
or on thorns,  or the birds would eat it up   

The path-way where the birds eat it up  (Matt.13v19-23)  are non-Christians  (who hear,  and then promptly reject it). 
The other three groupings in the parable are referring to three various types of  “Christians”. 
Stony ground represents those persons suffering tribulation and affliction  (so obviously this is to occur when being a Christian 
actively promoting The Word of God [to get the next generation of TCs])  and if it becomes  too  much “striving”  then they give 
up!  (being precisely what you state:  “We are not to strive”)! 
The thistles represents those persons who enjoy the things that life within Satan's world can give to us to consume our time so that 
we are  not  actively promoting The Word of God  [to the next regeneration of TCs]  some examples that  consume time  –  outside 
the ministry activity would be – entertainment,  hobbies,  internet,  television,  cars,  racing,  holidays,  {computer games},  
television,  and a '101' other things,  etc.).   

So if these  activities consume our time  so we have  less time to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  – then how are we fulfilling 
Yahweh’s Desire?   Where  “time”  is our  most precious commodity  –  which is why the apostles were so fervent! 

Finally The Rich Ground is seeded with people who  “Die in the ground”  (John.12v24,  meaning we die away from worldly self-
indulgence – and be using our time to edify our neighbour so that they know  why/how  they too can fulfil Yahweh's Desire).  And 
in the TCs'  selfless  ministry/lifestyle  that precisely imitates JC  (for absolutely  no  worldly return)  shall yield 30, 60 or 100 fold 
next generation of TCs enabling Yahweh's Trigger Threshold to occur  in due time  -  being when The Earth has  [1] become filled 
with the required future number of humans and  [2] when every member of society realises that humans will become annihilated as 
a species because worldly methodology has become fully expressed  (by its leaders self-indulging to their neighbour's hurt). 

Real Faith = accurate knowledge  (gained only from well translated Bible of at least pre 1950 CE edition). 
Plus personal Assurance  that can only come from personally  assaying/testing/proving  what we know to ensure that we 
have correctly attained  accurate  knowledge  (thus ask ourselves:   Does what we know  seem/appear  sensible,  thereby 
logically being sourced from a Righteous God). 
Finally from  accurate knowledge and assurance  then we are to have the  heart/{seat of motivation}  to run with  fidelity  
upon what we know – having gained assurance that what we know is accurate,  righteous and sensible – to be worth 
telling people to bring  glory/honour  to Yahweh within the recipient's  sane/reasoning  mind. 

“Blind faith” is a failure in  any one  of the three steps above – most often Christians do not even get to the 1st stage  (having been 
blocked by their worldly Christian leaders – Matt.23v13),  then a few Christians get to the 2nd stage,  and a minuscule amount  
(being 144000 out of some 3 billion Christians of The Gospel Age)  achieve the 3rd step, as judged by Yahweh in The Greater (1st) 
Judgement (James.3v1).   It is very important to understand these  three  steps because I will be referring to them soon. 

but that is not our responsibility.    
Yes and No! 
This statement is a half-truth  (of so many that you copy from your worldly Christian leaders – being their deliberate lack 
of precision when mincing The Scriptures – demonstrating their  unworthiness  as a “Tree” yielding “fruitage”). 

Yes you are correct – it is not our responsibility – because we leave that to Yahweh through JC  (1Cor.3v6). 
Inasmuch it is a personal relationship between the recipient and “ho theos”  (noting “ho theos” is a  floating pointer). 

However it does not end there  –  our  responsibility  starts much earlier! 
No you are wrong – it  is  our responsibility to ensure that what we give  is  the  unadulterated  Word of God   without  the filters of 
Rev.22v18-19 being applied to what we teach  – else we stand condemned by Yahweh.  We must ensure that we have  “Real Faith”  
and not the  “blind (unquestioned) faith”  pandemic within Christendom  (as a sub-set of “Religion”)  throughout The Gospel Age,  
made so by our worldly (and worse, charlatan) Christian leaders  'living off the backs'  of their deluded devotees! 
This occurs because the devotees themselves  are genuine  in trying to come to The Lord,  and yet the confidence tricksters 
recognise from the congregational members  a lucrative source for worldly income  of  whatever/whenever/wherever/however  (to 
deliver  money/power/prestige/influence/control/sex/leverage/etc)  and thus position themselves to become the conduit to  “God”  
so that they can extract their tithes – by giving what the devotees want to hear!   This is an abomination to Yahweh! 
Especially when ‘The Good Will’  (to give their leaders the benefit of the doubt)  of the sincere devotees is  exploited/hijacked  – 
so that they become milked by their leaders of “Religion”!   It is upon this  “good will” of The Public, that Conmen thrive! 

It is the work of the HS to bring conviction to people. 
Oh really! 

Can you give me  any  citation  (appropriately in context)  anywhere  in The Bible to support what you have stated? 
And reason why it is not in The Bible,  is because of the logical extension of what you have just stated! 

The obvious extension is that:   If we do not have the conviction –  then  we can blame the HS! 
And I have already explained what the composite definition of HS really means – and I should do it again to combat the 
unrighteous nonsense spoken about the  “HS”  by  worldly (and worse, charlatan) Christian leaders. 
Thus the  “HS”  has a composite definition of:- 

1. Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  which is  holy/pure/{separate from this world of sin}. 
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2. Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment (= The Universe). 
We know what is (1), because I have carefully explained that earlier – and I am sure you cannot disagree with (2) – else you are in 
opposition to the fulfilment of Yahweh's Desire  (hence “blaspheming against the HS” – Mark.3v28-29). 

Thus we realise from what The Bible teaches us – that you have put  “the cart before the horse”  being the thoughtless 
repetition of what our worldly Christian leaders teach in their unrighteousness exegesis! 

So let us reason upon what you stated! 
You stated that it is the responsibility of the HS to bring conviction to people! 

And if the person has  no  conviction,  then  whose fault is it? 
Is it:- 

1.   The Person without conviction? 
2   The HS  (as the  RIGHTEOUS  composite definition that I give – utterly supported throughout The Bible). 
   Or perhaps someone else? 
3.   The someone being  “us”  – in:- 
3.1  The presentation we give  (our deportment both spiritual and physical)? 
3.2  The Message we give  (is it sensible, consistent, logical, and most importantly,  righteous)? 

How would you mark yourself on the above in section 3  (now and later)? 
What is the common denominator in the above to be successful? 
Precisely as The Bible tells us – it is “The Word of God” (= JC, given as “ho theos” - I expand all this elsewhere in very 
great detail within my commentaries and dissertations on  “FutureLife.Org”). 

Thus we realise that we grow upon The Word of God  accurately  imbued and  not  the utter unrighteous nonsense given to us by  
“you know who”  that falls apart like a wet toilet paper when cross examined by an auditor like myself,  well versed in The Bible!   
The Most Able Auditor is Yahweh presently making His 1st Judgement upon every Christian during The Gospel Age for their 
suitability to become grafted in  (John.15v1-6)  to become a possible future son of God. 
The question being asked  (by Yahweh): 

Did this  “Christian”  precisely imitate  My son JC to become his future  brother/sister  (Matt.12v48-50)  and thus also 
become My 'son' out of 144000 future new  'sons'  of God gathered out of The Gospel Age?   
Where it is these 144000 'sons' of God who have personally solved  “The Mystery of God”. 

Where  “The Mystery of God”  is quite simply:- 
“How is it possible for a creation to become  precisely like  its creator?” 

The Answer is:- 
“To precisely imitate JC within our mind”,  yielding a perfected  ministry/lifestyle  (as faithful stewards Luke.19v16-
19),  and then,  Yahweh  (as The 3rd Party Assessor)  shall resurrect us  to become like our creator JCg in a body 
commensurate to our perfected mind,  being  “within an incorruptible  heavenly/celestial  body”,  precisely as Paul so 
very carefully explained to us (1Cor.15v35-55). 

And we know why this  remains a mystery  to our worldly Christian leaders because they  cannot find the answer given above! 
How is this preamble answering your statement which yields the obvious conclusion that we can blame the HS because  
“we do not have (personal) conviction”? 

That is hardly righteous! 
The answer is in my given parenthesis  “(personal)”  - because that is what it is! 

What is  “personal”  can only be built upon  “The Word of God”  “operating within”  us - to be  “JC”  (Rev.19v13)  as the  
presence/parousia  operating within us – so that we become Christ-like.  Righteous Yahweh  always  gives us the  free choice – 
where He presents The Information in  (1) guidance and  (2) warning – so that we have  no  excuse! 

Thus it is a personal issue whether the “ho-theos” (1Cor.3v6)  makes The Word of God grow within us. 
But within that citation I give,  it is The Responsibility of The Giver to give The Seed of God and  not  the seed of weeds  (that 
look identical to wheat)  (Matt.13v25)  being sown by The Opposition  (1Cor.11v13-15)  being the so very beguiling  worldly 
Christian leaders (following worldly methodology – because they have not made the  internal  personal reform 2Tim.3v5,  but give  
‘The Illusion’  outside for worldly return). - Just as JC forewarned at the close of The Gospel Age (Matt.24v23-26). 
Also it is our responsibility to be watering the growing seed  (to be giving  clear  understanding)  within the recipient through both 
word and deed that only brings  glory/honour/dignity  to Yahweh within our deportment – recognised as such within the reasoning 
mind of The Onlooker.  It is important to note that the  “water” (always = “Knowledge”)  should not be poisonous water – but 
crystal  clear/pure water – knowing that both poisonous and good water  cannot  come from the same source (James.3v11) – so one 
deviance means:  many deviances  (and how is the person unskilled in The Word of God able to know – which is precisely why 
they are kept in the spiritual dark)! 

So let us bring all this together to guide you through what your leaders have  erroneously  taught you. 
Firstly it is  our  responsibility to ensure that we give The Word of God in its  most pure form. 
This website “FutureLife” becomes The Knowledge – freely giving tools for the recipient to use to attain “The Disclosing Truth”. 
Then we are to be on the side-lines to the recipient so that they might have everything perfectly explained  without  (1) mystery or 
(2) unrighteous nonsense or   (3) self-indulgent hype! 
It is through The Planting, Watering that we then are able to let The Word of God  (JC)  grow within the person so that they might 
become Christ-like. 
If  the person has progressed through the  very necessary  3 stage process to  attain  Real Faith,  it is only  then  they become 
Christ-like and are gaining a  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is the  one/same  as the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that 
operates in JC and Yahweh which is  pure/{separate from this world of sin}  to make Yahweh's Desire manifest within The 
Environment”  (John.14v20, 17v21-26) – Oh:- 
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I have just stated the  correct  definition of the “HS”! 
And also Yahweh is only  too pleased  to operate within The Environment to make His Desire manifest around this TC 
(1John.5v14)  to further Yahweh's Desire which is firstly to gain 144000 TCs,  thereby then enabling Yahweh to righteously close 
The Gospel Age and bring in The Millennium so that He can start resurrecting humans to be taught righteousness by His Early 
Adopter Tools – being the 144000 TCs. 

It is just so logical and utterly righteous – but absolutely  never  taught within Christendom! 
Moreover it is  precisely what The Bible tells us – and I have invented none of it! 

Compare with the unrighteous nonsense taught by our spiritually blind worldly Christian leaders  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)! 
So why should it not be taught by our leaders of “Religion”? 

There are quite a few answers why it is  not  taught – and I would be straying too far to answer them here. 
I hope that gives something for you to carefully consider. 

Now moving on: 
all we have to give to people is The Word.  

The most important part is :- 
Provided  they have been given The Word  (unadulterated with worldly methodology  [yielding myths and mystique])! 

How does the person know that they have given The Word of God  unadulterated with worldly methodology  -  unless they have 
“Real Faith”  - where “Real Faith” has been  vigorously/vehemently  assayed/tested/proved  to ensure that what is given out is  The  
PURE   Word of God as  precisely given  in The Original Greek. 
Just repeating the  unrighteous nonsense  ‘exegesis’  taught by our worldly Christian leaders is doing  no  favours for any human – 
and just brings  dishonour/ignominy/disrespect  to Yahweh  within a  sane/reasoning  mind. 
Where in The Millennium we shall only be operating within  sane/reasoning  minds – precisely as Paul teaches us through his 
letters to Timothy and Titus to start doing this now in the 1st part of our physical life (Titus 2v2). 
We hardly see this in many  worldly Christian congregations drunk on emotional hype and beta-endorphins in the blood-stream! 

Please carefully consider what I am teaching you – it is through agapao that I give this to you! 
It is  not  through feigned  charity/agape  which operates within  charlatan Christian leaders having  no  agapao operating 
within them – but  'giving'  only  to be receiving the  glory/money  from their adoring crowds  (Matt.24v23-26, etc)! 
Contrary to what The Bible teaches us at Matt.6v1-7  and many other places. 

When we gain The Knowledge  and  thoroughly  understand it  – then we  are able  to gain a 6th sense that can spot deviant 
teaching given out by those  ever-so-skilled  charlatan Christian leaders – because while their millions of devotees  are  deceived – 
then  The Elect/Selected (= 144000 TCs)  are almost – but  not  deceived (Matt.24v24). 

I relate to one of Asseop's Fables:  “The Emperor's New Clothes”  and consider it is my responsibility to shout out:   
“The Emperor is wearing no clothing!” 

And it is this that I will do for the rest of my life – to be explaining The Word of God  accurately without fault! 
I shall do this – precisely as JC instructed of us  (Matt.24v14)  until The End of The Gospel Age occurs – precisely as I describe in 
my many hundreds of inter-verse commentaries within Revelations alone of over 500,000 words. 
Now moving on within your letter. 

You speak of  “righteous lives” - what do you really mean with that terminology? 
The epistles  (particularly Paul)  speak of this – where we appear to be righteous before men – but are we righteous to Yahweh?  
They make the point  (as Paul did of Abraham in the citation I gave earlier in Romans)  many people appear wonderfully righteous 
before men  (often through  feigned  charity/agape  for a worldly return) – but they are  not  righteous before Yahweh,  because 
they have  not fulfilled what He Desires of them – He desires that we  precisely imitate JC  (= we fulfil God’s Word). 
The Gospels and Epistles are so very clear on this.  If we do this,  then  we have upheld our part of the agreement that we have 
made with Him,  and Yahweh shall only be too pleased to reciprocate with His part of the agreement that becomes fulfilled at The 
1st Resurrection when He instructs JCg to collect His 144000 TCs from out of The World – precisely as we are told at  1Thes.4v13-
18, Matt.24v40-44, 1Cor.15v50-55, 1Pet.5v4,  Rev.11v11-13, etc.  Please see all my local commentaries. 

You speak of 1000 cattle on the hill.   
If I understand you,  I think you have quoted Psm.50v10 – I say  “think”  because it appears to be misquoted. 
But let us consider the context of the psalm and compare it with how I think you were using it to substantiate your reasoning. 
If I correctly understand you – then you are using the quotation to support the concept that:  

We do not need to do anything because Yahweh has all things! 
The context of king David's psalm written about 1000 years before JC's 1st Advent  (to give us the ministry and ransom sacrifice)  
is that Yahweh does not require animal sacrifices because actually He already owns everything. 
The reason why David wrote this on behalf of Yahweh,  is because Yahweh  can see through these animal sacrifices  – inasmuch   
‘we have done our bit in killing an animal’  thereby enabling us  ‘to continue a sinful lifestyle’!    
Yahweh through David is boring down to make the point: – 'Do not pretend you are good in giving Me these sacrifices because 
they are only given in hypocrisy,  and thus  the person is rejected  (= not accepted). 
Further in context,  king David tells us a few verses later in the psalm  (verse 15+)  that:- 

The righteous person giving sacrifices will be saved. 
The wicked person  (the worst,  spinning God's Word for worldly gain)  giving sacrifices will  not  be saved! 

Which  'surprisingly'  precisely supports what I state,  and yet adds nothing to support your conjecture. 
Moving to another part of your reasoning that requires some righteous untangling. 

“Jesus said come to me all who are all heavily laden and I will give you rest.” 
And continuing:  He doesn't want us to be burdened – he wants us to be at peace and rest in the work that he has done. 

I assume you use this quotation to support your conjecture that we who have The Word of God need do nothing,  but relax!   
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They appear to be nice sound-bites  (originally given as lures to entice the congregation to be part of  ‘their grouping’),  being a 
mere repetition of what you have been taught.   

But you seem to be mixed-up in what you state – is this spiritual or physical about which you speak? 
Again the  lack of precision  that our worldly Christian leaders offer in their  supposed  “word of God”  is coming through what 
you have stated to me. 

The quotation you give is located at Matt.11v29-30. 
And again,  the  all-important context is ignored  (and thus we come back to the  “half-truth”  syndrome practiced). 
The preceding context Matt.11v25-27  has absolutely nothing to do with physical work  (being the thrust of your argument)  but 
rather,  JC is speaking about the  (worldly)  wise persons (= worldly Christian  scholars/theologians)  who do  not  understand JC as 
The Word of God.  But rather JC is speaking of those persons who come as children  (not physically in the sense our useless 
worldly Christian leaders teach us),  where these  'children'  spiritually  asking/seeking/questioning  The Word of God so that they 
might learn and then understand The Word of God to gain The Real Faith in the manner I have explained earlier. 

Thus:- 
These initially spiritual children freely choose to personally become Mature Adults elected as TCs by Yahweh. 

So let us unravel what you have quoted,  back into what  originally started  as The Word of God. 
This process is called deconvolution and is used in electronics to remove the noise from out of an originally pure signal.  Sadly 
most of my commentaries are so long,  just as is this reply to your letter,  because I must put in so much  {occupational 
effort}/work/labour/deeds  as real  charity/agape  to untangle what is errantly taught.  It would be so much easier for me if I had a 
blank canvass within the recipient – non-Christians are so much easier to convert to  real  (1st Century)  Christianity because they 
do not have so much mental baggage  that I need to remove first  before the glimmer of light starts to illuminate within their mind – 
which is precisely why JC spoke as he did at Luke.5v35-39. 
We understand from the context that JC is speaking of The Burden within The Mind and  not  a physical burden – else it would 
contradict what he states to his TCs at John.15v20  and just so many citations I could give alongside. 

Have you considered what you have stated for the justification at the physical level would be so comprehensively 
countered by so many other citations I could use here? 
Surely knowing The Bible as you profess to do,  then you must know of them! 
Therefore perhaps you do not understand their usage? 

But continuing at the spiritual level then likewise JC's quotation:  The Truth will set you Free” (John.8v32, 36)  is very useful 
support to my understanding of what I am untangling here – especially in the context that it is being given – being precisely who 
The Pharisees  (of JC’s Day – ‘concluding’ the period of Judaism)  represent  (= Christian leaders)  in The Gospel Age! 

JC was speaking about The Mind and  not  the physical body being burdened. 
However it is  “The Mind that leads The Body”  (to quote an Eastern proverb)  which  worldly Christian leaders seem to ignore in 
so many of their  worldly sermons  (the classic being:  “God loves you, but hates your works”  being an utter insult to reason,  - and 
an intelligent mind – thereby making Yahweh look ridiculous – within a  sane/reasoning  mind)! 
Our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  built upon The Environment yields our works back into The Environment. 
And The Environment can  'bounce back'  depending upon our works into The Environment. 
What JC as The Word of God has done is interject himself between us and the worldly Environment,  allowing himself to   'take the 
hits'  on our behalf,  so to speak  (noting he is also starting to cover us from Yahweh’s Judgement).    
But in doing this,  he is knocking at the door (Rev.3v20)  to give interested persons the opportunity to sup with him,  being the  
interchange/exchange/ingestion   of  knowledge/ideas/understanding  -  being  The  Assaying/Proving/Testing  of The Word of God 
which yields  assurance  within The Individual who then has a choice what to do with The Knowledge - either : 

1. As you suggest:  Sit on it and do nothing with it to  (not)  make profit for JC,  like The 1 Talent Steward. 
2. Or we work with it in the same manner as did Paul in his  “striving”  to make profit  for JC  (as The Word of God)  like 

The 10/5 and 5/2 Talent Stewards  (Matt.25v18-21,  Luke.19v16-19)  for the given responsibility in The Millennium. 
The point behind this preamble again,  is that I need to explain  why  we need to work,  to counter those persons who state that  
“we do not need to work”!   JC gave to us The Word of God that does several things for us:- 

1. The Word of God straightens out our mind so that we need not fear our future  (provided we imitate JC). 
2. The Word of God removes  ‘worldly myths’  and  ‘nonsense fantasies’  created by leaders of “Religion”. 
3. The Word of God gives us instruction on how to behave while we live within The Present World. 
4. The Word of God as The Exemplar before us,   gives us a template  to copy. 

While (1) and (2) gives us  “peace of Mind”  so that we have  “no mental burdens”  about what is to occur in the future,  then item 
(3) does give us a wonderful protection from The World.   Item (4) becomes the  presence/parousia  of JC within us. 
We are taught to be  utterly neutral in all worldly things  and we metaphorically become like  PTFE/Teflon  so that nothing can 
stick to us – no charge can be levelled against us – we become utterly immune to attack for anything attributed to worldly issues.   
So that any worldly charge will not colour The Accurate Ministry we give to The World within the recipient’s mind.  This has an 
additional benefit because being utterly neutral in worldly affairs – particularly politics then we present no barrier (1Cor.9v19-22)  
in our ministry to the recipient potentially being put off,  -  if they were of opposite opinion on merely a worldly issue  (see also 
Rom.14v1-23).   
Likewise as Paul teaches us at Rom.13v1+ we are taught to be perfect law abiding secular citizens and not be involved in 
demonstrations or uprisings  (see also Luke.13v1-5)  so that we have nothing to fear from the authorities allowed to be in their 
place by Yahweh as disciplinarians over us.  We are also showing a respectful nature to authority,  where we who are aiming to 
become a TC,  shall righteously demand the same respect from our children in The Millennium  (if we are resurrected to be 
kings/priest in The Millennium, (Rev.1v6) .    But would it be righteous for us to demand this – if we could not first demonstrate it 
now in the 1st part of our physical life?   We would be mere hypocrites – and thus deemed unworthy! 
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And further,  item (3) also will give us protection from money problems  (because we do not desire to buy on credit nor live 
beyond our means),  protection from giving unwanted children a poor start in their life,  nor catch Sexual Transmitted Diseases  
(because we are not immoral in our activities) ,  we do not create secular enemies  (because we do not behave slanderously or 
fraudulently,  or try to get revenge),  and so on. 
Thus item (3) gives us  ‘physical peace’  because our  ‘mind is at peace’  from worry and  not  constantly striving in a worldly 
sense that would be creating burdens from our worldly self-indulgences – but that we are focussed in striving in a godly sense with 
the  preaching/teaching  work to edify our neighbour to our own hurt – where the real hurt comes from the persecution sourced by 
worldly (and worse, charlatan) Christian leaders having their hypocrisy publicly exposed for scrutiny  (when compared with a TC’s 
activity precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle). 
More importantly we show ourselves to be patient,  just as JCg is patiently waiting until Yahweh achieves His 144000 TCs to be 
elected out of the some 2000 year Gospel Age – again showing ourselves to be of the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as 
that which operates within JC and Yahweh  (John.14v20, 17v21-26). 

Thus you are able to see how both halves of JC's teaching complement one another – while we are within this present 
worldly system. 

Finally item (4) shows us that we must precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  so that we too can become The Wisdom of God  
(where “Wisdom” = “The Accurate Application of Knowledge”)  to have JC’s presence as The Word of God operating within us. 
Hopefully that sufficiently explains what JC was truly teaching us – being the burden of The Mind has been taken away when we 
leave our servitude to worldly methodology and become a slave to Yahweh's Methodology. 
Let me move to your next comment:- 

You are saddened by my anger and dislike towards Christians together with the view that many of them are not TCs. 
Actually it saddens me that you have  (1) not understood precisely what I have been saying in my writings and  (2) have ignored 
what JC taught us in The Bible! 
If you are saddened by my  (righteous)  anger then perhaps we should ask:- 

Are you saddened by JC's righteous anger at the temple – overturning the tables  (John.2v13,  and two years later,  then a 
repeated act  Luke.19v45)? 
Are you saddened by JC's comments to The Pharisees (John.8v32-58, in particular,  but I could use so many citations). 

These were Jews to whom he came first (and The Gentiles second) – and so many of them flocked after JC and he was most loving 
towards the specific persons who listened and repented,  -  but it was only to The Leaders of “Religion” (The Pharisees)  to whom 
he vented his righteous anger  (look what John the Baptist said to them at Luke.3v9). 
Likewise the apostles spent their time preaching and teaching to the crowds who flocked to them – they likewise were not angry to 
the Jewish populace – but warned their colleagues against the works of certain individuals. 
I likewise spend my time freely within  “The Christian public”  because I truly agapao them – so I  accurately  teach through The 
Internet to my fellow Christians who have been kept in the spiritual darkness and they were tossed  'spiritual nothings'  to keep 
them  'hanging-on';   for the worldly returns the worldly Christian leaders sequestrate from the offerings given in good faith  (from 
‘the community pot’  supposedly labelled  “ministry work” – what audit has been done on  “the giving”  by deluded devotees)! 

“Ah Yes!”   There we have it - worldly Christian leaders are The 2nd Covenant equivalents to The 1st Covenant Pharisees 
and Sadducees – having the same mind as did their predecessors of an earlier time (Matt.23v27-32). 

So I must correct you – I have agapao for my fellow Christians for which I deliver  charity/agape  freely simply – and like JC,  and 
the apostles,  I have a righteous anger towards the worldly (and worse, charlatan) Christian leaders scamming people who are 
honestly trying to come to Yahweh,  of which more than half of JC's parables and allegories given as warning are directed to what 
was to follow through in The Gospel Age – being our leaders of “Religion”! 

You ask:  How do I know that? 
And I reply quite simply:  The Word of God tells me so very clearly – as JC stated (Matt.24v24) – because The Word of God 
delivering The Truth sets us free from distortion and machination source by The World! 
And I argue through The Evidence within my mind as shown within this document - based  only  upon The Word of God  (as my 
citations given in context clearly show)  accurately  gained from a reliable source being The One I freely give to The World – being  
The Original Greek – and  not  through the filters of Rev.22v18-19  used by worldly Christian  leaders/theologians  for their self-
indulgent worldly gain - showing their real master (out of the two - Matt.6v24) – as  your  quoted examples show! 
I am required to spend so much time to untangle the enormous amount of unrighteous waffle that is pumped out into The World – 
where virtually everything taught is  not  what The Bible teaches us.  Surely this is true agapao on my part? 
What do you mean: 

Do not be angry for those persons who are not TCs,  but rather be sorry for them. 
What do my actions show? 

Surely my actions being  freely given  (in 10,000s hours)  show true agape driven by agapao generally for the Christian Nation in 
the same manner as did JC weep over The Jews  (Mark.6v34)  being as sheep scattered without a shepherd. 
But I have intense righteous anger to the delinquent worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders,  living as parasites on the 
back of their  'spiritual poor'  devotees  (being kept in the dark and fed self-indulgent lures)!   JC described them as wolves 
(Matt.7v15)  living off the ‘sheep’,  In fact precisely as you describe in your letter:  “Not loving your brother is not from God”, 
“We know that we have passed over from death unto life because we love our brother,” etc, etc.  Which is precisely why charlatan 
Christian leaders are  not  from God (Yahweh),  and also have  not  passed from death to life – thus following Judas Iscariot to be 
annihilated upon the end of their present existence! 
You also state: 

I believe that many persons you dismiss as not being TCs are in fact deeply committed. 
You are just so accurate at one level,  and yet  entirely missed  the point at another level – being another,  half-truth! 
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Some  worldly Christians are deeply committed as  any  person of “Religion”  in  “what they believe”! 
Repeating:  “Deeply committed in what they believe,” 

But we can believe  “anything”  even  “Fairies at the bottom of The Garden”. 
There are people who are  so very deeply committed  in Hinduism – being what their leaders tell them! 
There are people who are  so very deeply committed  in Buddhism – being what their leaders tell them! 
There are people who are  so very deeply committed  in Islam – being what their leaders tell them! 
There are people who are  so very deeply committed  in Druidism  – being what their leaders tell them! 
And for  '101'  other subsets of “Religion”  the devotees are so very devoted  –  because of what their leaders tell them! 

Surely there is a  common denominator  between what we read here! 
And the reason?   Because the devotees are not questioning by giving a  ‘sanity check’  upon what they are taught. 

So what is different for “Christianity”?   
The devotees are  so very deeply committed  –  being what their leaders tell them. 

And we know that what leaders of “Religion” teach regarding  “the salvation of mankind”  is  ‘righteously rubbish’. 
I have also shown through my righteous exegesis,  that  worldly Christianity  (as a subset of “Religion”)  as mostly taught by our 
leaders is rubbish regarding  “the salvation of mankind”.   Thus they so very deeply committed to  “blind faith”. 

So what do you have to counter what I have logically reasoned? 
You state: 

You do not know what is inside another person's heart – only God knows that! 
You are so correct (1Sam.16v7)  and in Luke and Acts,  The scribe,  Luke,  uses the word  “heart-knower”  for  “ho theos”  (noting 
its correct understanding as a floating pointer).  Where we are to understand that  “heart”  means  “seat of motivation”  being our 
driver  (but for what master? – Either  [1] to indulge the self  [under worldly methodology] – or  [2] to edify our neighbour [under 
Yahweh's Methodology],  Matt.6v24). 
But in stating this – you have ignored the most wonderful tool that JC gave to us which we can  all  personally use to peer deeply 
into the very  heart/{seat of motivation}  of a person claiming to be a  “Christian”  (and more importantly,  a Christian leader). 
Let me give Matt.7v16-20 as a useful citation – which is repeated elsewhere through The Gospels and various forms of this 
example are equally used  (in some of the epistles). 

The crux of these examples is The Source DNA coming out  'of the tree'  and placed within its fruit. 
Thus we ask ourselves if we are to be imitating JC – as Paul exhorted of us at 1Cor.4v16, 11v1 and elsewhere,  then  if  we have 
truly built ourselves upon the  spiritual  RNA of The Word of God to yield the  spiritual  DNA of a new creature  (as we are told in 
various places)  then  surely we too become entirely Christ-like and imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  for absolutely  no  worldly 
return - except persecution from leaders of Religion (John.16v1-4). 
Thus JC is teaching us: 

If  the congregational members precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle,  then  the leader is also Christ-like. 
However:- 

If  the congregation behaves as what The World considers to be acceptable – to be part of The World and its methodology  
(while still  “very deeply committed”  [to  something/anything  given to them by their worldly Christian leaders])  then  
likewise,  their Christian leader is  not  Christ-like and has a hidden agenda behind that most wonderful  ‘polished smile’ 
and  ‘sales spiel’  repeatedly rehearsed in front of a mirror – to get it  “just right”  (as do our political leaders)! 

Thus from examining the fruitage,  then I,  and others likewise,  are able to accurately peer very deeply into  The Heart/{Seat of 
Motivation}  of  any  Christian leader to determine whether they are gathering with JC,  or against JC  {breaking 
apart}/dissemination  (Matt.12v30)! 

Covering another subject: 
You also unjustifiably seem to think that I hate my Brother  (I presume you mean “Christian”). 
Again you have completely misunderstood my intentions,  and  slandered  my motivation! 

Where do you get that thought process? – It is certainly  not  from me! 
Many people are able to  'talk the talk'  (worldly Christian leaders),  but are they able to  'walk the walk'  (TCs)? 
Inasmuch it is so easy to say:  “I love someone and say a few  ‘sweet nothings’  or give a bunch of flowers”  -  but would that 
person spend 10,000's hours carefully explaining The Word of God  freely/simply  for absolutely  no  worldly return so that  his/her  
brother and neighbour might fully understand  why/how  to personally fulfil Yahweh's Desire? 

Who therefore,  is showing  true  agapao/{edifying love}  to their  neighbour/brother/sister? 
How would Yahweh view these different persons  (in His  Special/Greater [1st] Judgement [James.3v1])? 

And if a spiritual paedophile is like a parasite sucking  {the conscious existence}/soul  out of their congregation – while giving all 
the wonderful sound-bites of empty froth to seduce people into loving him  (as JC warned in so many places)  then we might 
reasonably ask:   Is that activity truly loving a fellow brethren or hating them? 

Moving further on in what you write: 
You suggest that:  I consider I might become contaminated by coming into contact with the other Christians! 
I have absolutely no fear!  –  I have an absolute knowledge base of The Word of God,  that most of these citations used within 
these writings have just come from my memory.  So I would gladly walk into any congregation and give them a REAL sermon, – 
but would they want to invite me – stating it is too difficult,  or walk away  (John.6v60 and 6v66)?   However there are many non-
Christians who have my website address and many hundreds and thousands of these visitors all around The World are reading my 
website and imbuing The Knowledge (of carefully reasoned exegesis)  that I freely give to The World  (Matt.24v14)! 
So I ask:   

Who actually is fearful by  “coming into contact with other Christians”?   
Especially if certain  “Christians”  ‘run a mile’  should I come onto the scene! 
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But now I am a very competent auditor of The Word of God,  I can so very quickly see through the various schisms you listed and 
give them a score out of 10 on their alignment with The Word of God – and as a competent auditor I am able to issue “CARs”  
(Corrective Action Requests)  to bring them back through the tight gate  (Matt.7v12-14)  -  just as did the apostles in their epistles – 
but are the  “Christians”  of today  (at the close of The Gospel Age)  interested? 
Because they prefer what their worldly Christian leaders teach them rather than what The Word of God teaches us! 
All as the apostles taught in their epistles (in particular – 2Tim.4v3-4). 
However perhaps I could  'turn the tables'  and ask you: 

Are you as a  “committed Christian”  prepared to intermingle with these named groupings? 
Are you prepared to go to their congregational meetings and give them an audit? 

Where  The Audit  would be made against  precisely what The Bible teaches us  and  not  what our worldly Christian leaders 
reason,  modified by Rev.22v18-19  in their teaching – may be  slandering  these people of another grouping – as you did to me! 

Being the point you specifically make of them!   Sounds like possible double standards being practised! 
With my Absolute Knowledge,  I am spiritually impregnable because I do have The Full Armour  (Eph.6v14-17)  based  only  
upon The Word of God that  has been  fully  assayed/proven  within my mind to be entirely righteous for every individual who has 
existed on this planet - and thus can move wherever I like – just as did Paul – but are worldly Christians,  hiding away  (in a 
monastic lifestyle),  having  personally excluded  themselves  not  to be part of The Ecclesia (= The Calling Out). 
However I always have The Word of God on my mind – and I recall what Paul taught us by warning at 1Cor.15v33: 

Bad companionship spoils good habits! 
So if I had  regular  intercourse  (outside my secular work)  with the same persons who have  no  intention of reforming their mind 
to become Christ-like – then I am wasting my time in the ministry work – because as JC taught us through his disciples he said:  
When you go out to teach The Gospel move from one village to another then only stay with those persons who are interested  (for a 
little while, to consolidate The Gospel within their mind)  and then move on to  new people.  If the persons are not interested then 
shake the dust off your feet and move on to find someone who is keen! 
        Do you recall those instructions given by JC?   They are located at Matt.10v14, Mark.6v11, Luke.9v5, etc). 
Also if I have regular intercourse with the  same  persons who are not Christ-like,  then observers from outside the grouping would 
look-on and presumably deduce that I am like them based upon normal worldly practice!  –  The Pharisees said precisely the same 
of JC – as I am sure you know,  calling him a sinner, drunkard, etc.  The only difference is that JC went to  different  groupings to 
draw receptive people to him,  and did  not  stay with the  same  crowd of people.    
Thus  again  a half-truth - a  pandemic practice in Christendom  –  as we can see throughout this correspondence! 
This occurs for two reasons:- 

1. The leaders of Religion give  ‘a spin’  on The Word of God to protect their worldly interests (John.11v47-53). 
2. The recipient not  assaying/testing/proving  what has been taught,  blindly repeat  ‘the spin’  received! 

Not a very good state of affairs – but pandemic today! 
Perhaps this might be a good place to answer your conjecture that I am merely repeating what certain schisms might teach, your 
example was the 144000 TCs as taught by the JWs.   Certainly I will listen to what any schism might teach – which certainly 
separates me from worldly Christians who  only  stay within  their schism – for the reason I state:   “Fear” based upon weak “blind 
Faith”.   However I will always compare what they might state  (as did the Beroeans Acts.17v11 and commended as such by Paul)  
against my extensive knowledge of The Bible,  and if the reasoning presented seems logical,  righteous for every individual who 
has existed on this planet,  then I shall further meditate upon it and weave it into my understanding as I iterate unto Knowledge 
perfection.   I am always striving to attain  “The Perfect Knowledge”  sourced by Yahweh through JC as The Word of God, and it 
becomes my duty to freely tell people The Word of God and its perfect Understanding. 
Contrary to what you errantly stated,  I teach The 144000 TCs started at perhaps Steven (Acts chapter 17) and followed through 
The 2000 Year Gospel Age.  I also entrust in precisely what The Bible tells me (in its original language)  and  nowhere  in The 
Bible are numbers taken to be allegories to mean different numbers especially if the  same  number is mention more than once – 
because it is The Numbers within The Bible that hold together the allegories comprising of people, objects, situations, places etc as  
'the linking joints'.  Else perhaps there were not 12 disciples but perhaps 21 or 53 or 131?   Or perhaps JC was not dead for three 
days – but 15 days or perhaps 29 days.  However when we are told  THREE  times the  same  number  “144000”  then common 
sense should prevail onto the proceedings!   I merely wholly digest precisely what The Bible tells me! 

And moving on: 
You speak of these schisms being brought into existence by an individual who thought they knew all the answers  (like you do)  to 
quote you.   

Well yes - you are  partially  correct  (half-truth again)! 
The important thing is that they searched  (perhaps with,  or not,  the correct motive –  as determined by Yahweh)  –  and sadly for 
some persons,  depending upon the individual,  they made severe errors  (and to continue your argument they  “understood 
salvation and fallen in love with JC”  to  “believe in JC” - so they must be saved)! 
But  (whatever their motive,  as determined by Yahweh)  we are able  (provided  ‘we absolutely know’  The Word of God rather 
than  ‘we think we know’  The Word of God)  to  test/question/assay/prove  what they state and find many aspects of what they 
teach to be wrong  – very much so as in The Roman Catholic Church having been around for far longer than the modern schisms,  
and likewise it having an equally poor record,  -  similarly The Church of England,  and the Greek Orthodox,  and so on – all tarred 
with  the same brush  –  where fulfilling Yahweh's Desire is  very low  on the leaders' priorities! 
Which is precisely why Yahweh is searching out those very specific individuals  within  (or outside)  any one group who is trying 
their very best to fulfil Yahweh's Desire to their own hurt – else:  What is their driver? 

I am not really sure of the point you are making about  my  activities? 
I  openly  present my exegesis to The World for examination and questioning  (John.18v20-21)! 
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I  openly  present The Most Accurate amplified translation of The New testament on this planet. 
I  implore  The World to  question  “my opinions” - unlike leaders of “Religion”  who are very resistant to have anything 
they state questioned – becoming  (I suppose)  justifiably defensive of their very  weak  position! 
But I  only  do this so that people might start thinking and thus give some credibility to Yahweh within  sane/reasoning  
minds!   What brings  true  honour/dignity/glory/worship  to Yahweh? 

So I have opened up everything freely for public scrutiny – I have not closed myself off to The World as they do in monasteries 
and nunneries.  I have not hidden things in “mystery”.  Everything I state magnifies Yahweh's  honour/glory/dignity  within  
sane/reasoning  minds  -  just as it will be like in The Millennium. 

So what is your problem? 
Why do you dislike what I am teaching,  and why I am so openly teaching  (- again I repeat John.18v20-21)? 

Where I give  freely/simply  (without strings attached)  to The World and explain Yahweh's Plan for Human Salvation in The Most 
Righteous manner possible for every human who has existed on this planet! 
You again state: 

That many persons are TCs without hearing your views! 
But have I ever stated there were not TCs who had never heard of 'my views'?   
I am perhaps at the tail end of many great TCs throughout The Gospel Age  (perhaps starting at Steven – Acts, Chapter 7) – where 
I too am  required/instructed  to show my commitment to Yahweh by imitating JC to the very best of my ability in  
ministry/lifestyle –  where I  might  (with no certainty – being not my choice)  become a 2 talent steward – if Yahweh deems me 
sufficiently worthy for that position – I do not know – but I am instructed to do my best with what I have (Matt.25v15) -  and that 
is what I am doing! 
Again you state I give out my opinions.  That is just such a limp accusation!  –  Please question what I do with some accurate 
material – because what you have used so far is so weak and  incorrect!  When compared with my exegesis. 
You state:  People are not stupid – but that is not quite what The Bible teaches us! 
The Bible teaches us that people are:- 

Foolish,  {prefer to be ignorant},  stiff-necked,  cannot even comprehend how correctly walk, etc –  
Being precisely what we witness within The World around us! 
So I must ask - do you know of these citations within The Bible? 

You state:  They can read The Bible and understand what God is telling them. 
That is a most incredible statement! 

Very, very few people read The Bible,  and virtually no-one now has read the whole Bible! 
And “They can understand The Bible”. 

Oh really?    
Our worldly Christian leaders come up with  the  most ridiculous  and  unrighteous  teaching  – do they understand it? 
Obviously not!   It is for that very reason why I write as I do to draw The World's attention to the utterly unrighteous 
nonsense they teach – where in Rev. chapters 2 to 4,  I give within my inter-verse commentaries about 50  different  
examples of things  they get wrong  and quote The Bible to substantiate what I state. 
And bringing it closer to home – did you really understand the quotations you gave to me  (see previous pages)? 

Moving on. 
You state: 

People do not want to go into it deeply and they believe that JC died and paid the price for their sins so that they no longer 
owe a debt themselves. 

I have explained earlier the fault lines in  worldly  Christian teaching – it does  not  lead to a  righteous/perfect  society in The 
Millennium – and what about all those persons who were  not  in the position to  “believe in JC”  for at least of the four reasons I 
gave on the 3rd page.   Your methodology is automatically  unrighteous  and thus logically  cannot  be sourced by The Righteous 
God,  Yahweh!   

Do you not understand the full implications of what you have stated? 
Are you so spiritually blinded by  worldly Christian teaching that you cannot see how  unrighteous  is your statement upon 
the poor unfortunates who for some reason cannot  “believe in JC”  for no fault of their own! 

And finally what you have stated is utterly  countered by the whole tenure of The Bible!   Throughout The Whole Bible Yahweh 
desires humans who put themselves out for His service – stand against The Machinations of The World and fulfil what His 
spokespersons of the 1st Century teach -  do you just ignore all this?   Are you aware of this – or has worldly Christian teaching 
blinded you to this teaching – who has bewitched you (Gal.3v1)?   What glasses are you wearing when you read the bible,  or listen 
to what our  worldly Christian leaders teach us after having passed through the filter of Rev.22v18-19 within their mind? 
You then go on to state: 

You state that JC never called himself a son of God – but he did – John.10v36. 
You appear to have quoted the NIV version which is a travesty of a translation and best burnt so as not to contaminate the minds of 
people unfortunate enough to gain a discarded unburned version.  However you had access to my commentary of that verse – but 
you chose not read it so I reproduce it here,  if you so choose to read it:- 

************* 
John  10v36 og Whom the Father  purified/consecrated/{made holy}/sanctified  (= made separate from this word of sin) 
John  10v36 og also  {set apart}/sent/{put out/forth}/dispatched/commissioned    
John  10v36 og into/unto  the  world/decoration/life,  
John  10v36 og {specifically you}  state/exclaim:   
John  10v36 og ‘Because  (you =JC) vilify/{evil speak}/railing/(blaspheming)  because  (I = JC) said/uttered/spoke:  
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John  10v36 og Son of the God  (I) am/exist?’ 
John  10v36 = (thus)  whom  (now transposed to JC)  The Father (Yahweh)  purified/{made holy}  (JCg fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire) 

also  dispatched/commissioned  into The World,   {specifically you} (Religious Leaders)  state: 
Because  you (JC)  vilify/{evil speak}  -  because  I (JC)  said - ‘I am son of God’”? 

So if humans are written of in The Scriptures  “as gods”  of/in  the world,  then  ‘what of me (JC)  who has been separated from The World by being called holy by 
The Father Yahweh  (“well pleased” at his baptism)  to be declaring myself as ‘just’ the Son of God? 

But after stating that I would like to make a correction! 
I understand JC never made that statement of himself:  “He was the son of God” as his accusers stated. 
Notice JC is not saying it of himself - but rather quoting what The Religious Leaders were stating that  ‘he had apparently stated about himself’. 
The point is this:- 

JC always spoke of Yahweh as being “his Father” - which was a safe statement inasmuch Yahweh sources spiritual knowledge and all prophets spoke of 
Yahweh being The Source of their revelations and thus could be classed as their  Father/Forebear. 

But The Religious Leaders had made the physical connection - and amplified it publicly in a manner to discredit JC before the people. 
They deliberately spun around what JC said:  

Where  (1) “(God is) my Father” to become  (2) (God is) JC’s Father. 
And then transposed to become:- 

(3) “JC is the son of God” 
And it is this that The Religious Leaders publicised to dishonour JC and thereby marginalise him as being  ‘pompous and self assuming’! 
And that is precisely why JC’s initial response of the earlier verse is so brilliant - it  skewed/deflected  their attack without actually denying it! 

We know that JC was The Son of God - who accurately fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire. 
However JC never claimed to be The God (Yahweh)  most succinctly stated at Luke.18v18-19 - showing the separation between Yahweh and JC! 
But contrary to what JC stated,  our worldly Christian leaders state he was “The God on Earth” and thereby confuse The World and themselves! 
They get  very little  correct as soon as they deviate from directly quoting The Bible - as their defunct exegesis shows! 

************* 
If we read the original Greek  (and within the context given)  then we are able to see that it was  not  JC saying of himself – but 
rather he was quoting back what  The Religious Leaders said of JC  – so that they could get him to slip-up,  and  then use that as 
an excuse  to kill him on the account of blasphemy – which they used as I cite (Luke.22v70).  And notice the answer JC gave back 
to them in this citation of Luke to substantiate precisely what I state:  JC is quoting what the leaders of Religion were trying to get 
him to say – to publicly  'incriminate'  himself,  for them to then launch into a public attack of blasphemy.  

However it was the persons observing JC who stated for others to comprehend:  “JC was the son of God”. 
So again you misquoted The Bible  (in another half-truth)! 
Let me continue: 
You also mention  in the  awakening/rousing  account of Lazarus,  John.11v20-35,   JC said he was The Son of God. 
I am not sure what translation you are reading but the only reference to JC being The Son of God in the original Greek is that given 
by Martha saying this of JC – being what I state throughout my commentaries that it was  only  said by those persons who 
recognised The Position JC had over mankind.   And most certainly not by JC because he did not want to give the leaders of 
“Religion” a free stick to publicly beat him,  and throw the populace off from what he was truly teaching them  (thus not be 
consuming time in arguing about his position relative to “God”). 
Let me give the original Greek:- 

************* 
John  11v27 og (She) states/exclaims  {to him} (JC):  
John  11v27 og “Yes Lord,  (emphatic) I/me (Martha)  (have) entrusted/committed/believed, 
John  11v27 og because you  {you are}  The  Christ/Messiah/Anointed,  the son (JC)  (of the) God (Yahweh), 
John  11v27 og the (one = JC)  into/unto  the  world/adornment/decoration/life  accompanying/coming/appearing.”  
John  11v27 = She (Martha)  states to  him (JC): 

Yes Lord,  emphatic I (Martha)  have  entrusted/committed, 
Because  you (JC),  you are  The Anointed (by Yahweh),  the son (JC)  of  the God (Yahweh), 
The  One (= JC)  coming/appearing  into the  World/Life. 

She obviously understands because she listened  to everything  that  “The Word of God”  told her,  while The Religious Leaders only heard selective parts from The 
Word of God which they could then mould and twist to suit their own aims – Yes – It also equally occurred in the time of JC! 

************* 
However,  it would be interesting at this juncture to move a little further on in this recorded incident. 
Where actually JC states it is not he that is resurrecting JC – as you errantly stated in your letter,  but rather it was JC as  “The 
Front Man”  for Yahweh to endorse JC's position as The Son of God by responding to what JC requested of his Father 
(1John.5v15).  Again I have noticed multiple lapses of precision within what you stated here – being precisely the  'mode de 
operandi'  of our  worldly Christian leaders whenever they try to teach anything – giving an exegesis like a colander – full of holes 
within its 'reasoning'!  Everything must be precise – else it brings dishonour to Yahweh within a  sane/reasoning  mind. 
Thus JC states:  So that you might see The Glory of God (Yahweh) in this action – see other my commentaries around this account 
– other than just the quoted following verse. 
Thus if we carefully look at John.11v40 we actually see that JC said:- 

************* 
John  11v40 og (He = JC) states/exclaims  {to her}  the Jesus: 
John  11v40 og “Not  (I = JC) say/utter/speak  {to thee/you} (Martha):  
John  11v40 og Because  if/whether  (you) entrust/commit/believe  
John  11v40 og (you will) {gaze wide eyed}/{shown self}/appearance (middle voice) 
John  11v40 og the  glory/honour/dignity/worship  of the  God (Yahweh).”  
John  11v40 = The Jesus states to her: 

“Not  I (JC)  say to you (Martha): 
Because if you  entrust/commit  you will  personally {gaze wide eyed}/appearance  (at)  the  glory/honour/dignity  of the God (Yahweh)” 
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Thus JC is saying:  I do not need to tell you about Yahweh’s  Power/Honour/Glory/Dignity  because you will personally see God’s power in action = “Yahweh’s 
Desire which is separate from this world of sin being made manifest within The Environment”  fundamentally defines the “HS”. 
I think there is something even more profound in this statement than what is immediately obvious.  

The Bible deliberately records specific incidents because it overlays these incidents in an allegoric fashion written by the apostles to give additional 
strength within the written text (when exposed).  Very much like the diamond tetrahedral structure based upon the carbon atom. 

If we swing our brains into  prophecy/archetypical  operation,  then we can read more into these two verses  (that The Apostle John has added pointers within The 
Text as hooks to show The Stupendous Archetypical Nature of Prophecy by allegories just buried beneath the text to be discovered – to show The Strength of 
Foundation). 
Remember JC has come to save all of humanity  (through TCs preaching in The Millennium  [not forgetting JC’s ministry and sacrifice that enabled all this  ‘to get 
off the ground’]).  Thus Lazarus being considered as a TC  (JC wept over him having loved him as ‘a future bride’),  then JC took four days to come to save the 
world through the actions of bringing to life the TCs.  This means the start of The Gospel Age where the TCs are gathered during the 2000 years to be collected at 
the 1st 2nd C.  The Gospel Age started at or just after JC’s ministry (depending upon qualifiers),  being about 4000 years after the  ‘fall of mankind’ = ‘4 Lord days’ 
(see commentary to v17 – equally explaining this). 
Thus JC took four Lord days before he  brought into operation  the start of the gathering of The Spiritual New Israel (= Bride of Christ)  typified by Lazarus being a 
TC,  one whom JC loved as a future Bride being resurrected. 
Thus we have:- 

1. Two days (2000 years) deliberate wait before coming to collect Lazarus (loved as a bride - representative of the 144000 TCs) 2nd Advent. 
2. Four days (4000 years) before JC made possible himself to become The Means to bring about salvation = the 1st Advent. 

I realise that many sceptics will suggest I am stretching things a bit too far,  or just purely coincidental.  Yes perhaps if just here,  but if we then extend the 
understanding to include all the numbers in The Bible  (regarding this subject)  as I have done throughout John and elsewhere and there is a 100% correlation in 
with prophecy yielding Yahweh’s plan for human salvation without loose ends  (and that is a big claim)  as shown throughout all my commentaries of The New 
Testament,  then  ‘perhaps’  things are  not  just that ‘coincidental’  after all!   Else why give the numbers in the text?   

Does “Religion”,  do likewise and able to holistically link all this together?   I,  with absolute certainty,  think Not! 
That is what drives my Real Faith in True Christianity – that gives me a solid bedrock of commitment  (not built upon the presently taught nonsense worldly 
Christianity as given by our worldly Christian leaders building their  ‘castles/fortifications’  upon sand (Matt.7v24-27). 
Based upon The Evidence,  then we correctly reason that No  “Religion”  can offer Real Faith – but  “mindless” (= “not personally thoroughly tested/assayed” 
and thus yields)  blind faith!  (See glossary). 

Why did JC say: “…… You will see the power of God”? 
Because as I personally understand the true time when The Gospel Age  ‘kicked off’  was at JC’s Resurrection symbolised by the resurrection of Lazarus as the 
beginning of his future Bride,  that typified as only occurring AFTER  his (JC)  resurrection  (because it demonstrated JC as being righteous,  thus enabling 
Yahweh to righteously resurrect him – See Rev5v2,3).  And this is the point in time when The Word of God matured in his limbs (the Apostles – 1Cor.12v12-22)  and 
they started to build The Mountain of 144000 TCs (Dan.2v35-45)  ready for the next stage of Yahweh’s Plan – to bring about the future Millennium – because 
without them  (as The Heirs – sons of God)  Yahweh cannot get started on reforming The Resurrected World  (being The Inheritance itself). 

************* 
Now moving on:- 
You state that I teach doom and gloom,  and yet,  I teach nothing nothing other than The Lord's Acceptable Year (Luke.4v16-19)  
and thoroughly explain how The Scriptures  'hang-together'  in the most righteous and stupendous manner to substantiate Yahweh's 
meticulous plan for Human Salvation over six millennia that brings  true  glory/honour/dignity/worship  to Yahweh within a  
sane/reasoning  mind.  And yet this most wonderful plan – you term as being “doom and gloom” – very much in the same manner 
as the leaders of “Religion” thought of The Prophets when speaking of “Israel” being decimated and ransacked by the local 
countries,  – who then followed through about the wonderful future in The Culmination.  I merely say precisely the same thing – 
expressing that we are in the present pain and suffering because of 2Cor.4v4, 1John.2v18, 4v1-3, 5v19, etc and yet there is a 
wonderful future of The Millennium!   Perhaps you are just wishing to hear  'sweet nothings'  to pamper the hearing 2Tim.3v3-4 – 
to fulfil the present sentiments of The World – thus to  'validate'  the present worldly methodology sourced by Satan!   Reminds me 
of what occurred at 1Kings.22v5-23 is precisely laid out today – and has been repeated in the in-between times!  Because people 
operating under Satan's methodology only want to hear things that under-write what they want to do – rather than Ecc.12v13-14.   
Who do you really think is fulfilling Yahweh's Desire – based upon what you have read here? 
You accuse me in the following manner:- 

You are steeped in the untruth of replacement theology.  This is an incorrect teaching. 
You are both correct and wrong  (again half-truths)! 
I am steeped in  “searching for The Word of God”  so that I can find that  {wonderful pearl}/{treasure in the field}. 
That is precisely what JC taught us (Matt.7v8, etc). 

So is that wrong? 
You state it being  “The untruth of Replacement Theology”  -  I am not certain what you mean here! 
We are taught to  “hold fast”  to what we have been taught! 

But that brings up a very interesting conundrum! 
Place again that quotation:  “Hold fast to what you have been taught”  back into the context  in which it was  originally given! 
The context of The Epistles – particularly at Gal.1v6-8, 3v1,  1John.2v18, 4v1-3, etc. 
The apostles were witnessing The Gospel  already changing  within  only  30 to 60 years from when it was originally given. 
So they stated:  Hold fast to what you were taught!   Being The Gospel  as taught by The Apostles. 
But some 1800+ years later when we do  not  have The Original Apostles correcting what is being  presently widely taught. 
So we can  accurately  reason that  if  The Gospel  has  changed over 60 years  (as witnessed by the original apostles)  –  then: 

What is likely to occur over 1800+ years – especially when The Original Apostles are  not  here to give their Natural 
Authority over The Proceedings! 

Precisely the same as that which occurred at the end of The 1st Covenant and JC had to correct The Pharisees! 
So we accurately reason – The Gospel  has  changed to  suit what The World  wants to hear! 
In fact you have seen how it has varied throughout history – being how it was portrayed:  Lutherans, Calvinism, Pentecostal, etc.  
And thus it now becomes a sub-set to  “Religion”  having morphed into  “Religion”  that can have  customs/ritual/etc  (Matt.23v23)  
put within it,  so that tithes can be exercised on  'the route to God'  by the leaders of “Religion”! 
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Now that 1st Century Christianity  has morphed  into worldly Christianity – then we have the leaders of “Religion”  hypocritically  
re-quoting what the apostles  originally correctly  instructed to  “maintain fidelity to The Word of God”  as  originally given  to 
maintain truth – but now as an instruction to become a fidelity to  a lie  of  “The Word of God”  after it has passed through 
Rev.22v18-19  of some 1800+ years! 
So that puts me in a difficult position! 
After fulfilling what JC has instructed of me:  “To seek and to find”. 
I have now  “found”  – and I have been further instructed to go and tell everyone about what I have found! 

So what am I now to do? 
Do I remain quiet like the 1 talent steward – or try to become a 2 talent steward? 
So what are you instructing of me? 
Do I follow your instruction based upon what you have taught me in blue  (throughout these proceedings)? 
Or do I follow  The Word of God as I have given you by answer  (based upon The Word of God quoted within my 
supportive citations)  to your concerns in blue based upon errant methodology source by your leaders of “Religion”? 

Please very carefully reason upon what I write here – it will be very painful within your mind – you have many years of  
faulty/twisted  Word of God  thrust upon you – but you liked what you received (2Tim.4v3-4)  so you habitually took to it -  but 
you have  not  thoroughly questioned  (assayed/proved/tested)  what you have been taught. 

Has the knowledge of which you have received been sourced by a Righteous God or a chameleon god – Satan who 
cunningly slides his enticing methodology  in-between  us and Yahweh's Methodology? 

This is precisely why we must go back to  The Original Greek words  – being The Prime Working Standard rather than be using 3rd 
and 4th standards coming to us through our worldly Christian leaders' minds for the self-indulgent return this gives to them! 
This might be likened to the manufacturers of steel measuring tapes bought at Do-It-Yourself outlets. 
These are 3rd and 4th standards that are greatly welcomed by humans for  the general activity within The World. 
But there is The Prime Standard in the NPL  (National Physical Laboratories)  being the most accurate of which very few persons 
go to use  (being  inconvenient and difficult).  And if I should use this Prime Standard to create an faithful 2nd standard,  and people 
of the world start to use my 2nd standard,  rather than 3rd or 4th standard – then what is the resultant? 
The manufactures of the 3rd and 4th standards start to loose market penetration (hence money)  and shall retaliate accordingly. 

So  why  should it be any different within “Religion”? 
So I must ask you: 

Why is what I am giving:  “Incorrect teaching”?      Incorrect to  what standard? 
When all I am doing is  “striving”  hard to bring worldly Christianity back to what was  originally taught  by JC and the apostles – 
so that I can then instruct humans to:   

“Remain faithful to what has been taught as 1st Century Christianity”. 
And I support all this by entirely righteous exegesis – being  The Unadulterated  “Word of God”. 

What is wrong with this? 
How would Yahweh view my activities? 

At this point you coincidentally quote Jeremiah. 
I find this very interesting within the context of your comments – because Jeremiah,  along with  all  the other prophets of “Israel”,  
was personally scathing of The Leaders of  “Religion”  being The Pharisee Leaders  (John.8v32-55)  of The 1st Covenant – that 
were the  spiritual fathers of The Christian Leaders of The 2nd Covenant.  And we know Jeremiah was thrown down a cistern by the 
leaders of “Religion”  (speaking falsely)  to be conniving with the King Zedekiah (Jer.38v6)  because of his preaching about the 
forthcoming downfall of Jerusalem  (through reason of the religious leaders having been rejected by Yahweh)!   Also see my 
comment earlier.  And he would have been left to starve until death had he not been rescued! 

Which is so appropriate to what I have been stating earlier about who is doing what to others! 
And again I need to draw your attention to the 3 Epochs of “Israel” in the spiritual sense,  rather than the fleshly sense.  Yahweh 
works to perfect The Mind (to become Christ-like),  while Satan works to indulge the present Mind (that is animalistic)!   
But importantly  (counter to the nonsense taught by leaders of “Religion”),  both aspects  are  “spiritual”  inasmuch,  both 
methodologies are based within The Mind (hence “spiritual) – the only difference is The Source of The Knowledge to be found 
within The Environment we choose to occupy!  And that is The Crux – we must understand! 
And thus again we realise that worldly Christian leaders muddle all this together,  and sadly you likewise have followed their 
unrighteous and thus errant teaching  – as I so carefully explain throughout this document.  Never,  ever  take what our worldly 
Christian leaders say to us at  ‘face value’  because invariably  it is wrong  when it comes to the fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire. 
Note the reference at Jer.31v20 – and what I taught many pages earlier with regard to Ephraim being rejected and yet Manasseh is 
brought onto The New Spiritual Israel and replaces Dan  (the ‘warlord’ of original fleshly Israel). 

Do you understand how Yahweh is using these allegories that I bring out from The Word of God? 
I thoroughly cover all this previously in this document and in so much more detail within my exegesis in my many thousands upon 
thousands of inter-verse commentaries given inside my most  accurate  amplified translation of The Word of God. 
You state:- 

I am surprised that you think I am a worldly Christian. 
But I have  never  made that claim of you – or of any specific person by name  (because we are taught  not  to judge our 
brother/sister)  – but rather I give The Knowledge so that the recipient can make an  educated  personal assessment – which is 
precisely what we are taught to do by The Bible. 

So you have carried out an assessment and  personally  came to that conclusion. 
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If I had not presented The Knowledge – then you would have merely stayed with what our  worldly Christian leaders teach us and 
considered yourself to be a Christian and  'indulgently'  safe without The Driver to fulfil Yahweh's Desire and become part of  The 
Elected/Selected.  Where the logical conclusion to that is:- 
       Yahweh never achieves His Trigger Threshold of 144000 TCs and Satan remains supreme and unconfined (Rev.20v1-3)! 
However with The Knowledge I have given,  then you have now become positioned to question and think about what you know. 
Without my intervention then that process would not have occurred. 

What do you think Yahweh would have desired to occur? 
Now you state: 

I hate this worldly system and pray daily for God's kingdom to come,  His will be done on Earth and for Him to release JC 
to come and be king over the whole Earth. 

Laudable sentiments of which I share – but let us go through very carefully what you stated! 
I hate this worldly system – yes, you do,  and so do many other people – except those persons who take positions of leadership to 
gain out of their neighbour's efforts  (thus  “self-indulging to their neighbour's hurt”  =  the physical ramifications of operating 
according to  “worldly methodology”).  These people take positions of leadership in the three bastions that support society today 
namely:  politics, commerce,  and then the most hypocritical “religion”. 
But of those people who hate this system – being  a time of learning:  to hate The Resultant of  'our'  actions operating according 
to worldly methodology – Then:- 

What do we do with our life – being the 1st part of our physical life? 
When we gain  'a form'  of The Word of God,  -  what then becomes our  next  action as a  “Christian”? 

1. Do we align our  works/deportment  to be imitating The One who originally gave us The Knowledge? 
2. Or remain as we are – still  'nice'  people in the worldly sense – just like  any  good  “religious”/atheist  person? 

(Being a Hindu, Muslin, Sikh, Druid, etc – because many of these persons of same ratio  are  very nice people).   
Suddenly your reasoning starts looking a little hollow! 

But you pray that God's Kingdom come – what do you mean by that? 
JC said that ideally we should first find The Kingdom of God and further,  to have the kingdom of God within us! 
(Luke.12v31, 17v21)! 

So what does that mean with regard to what you have just stated? 
And how does that align to what I teach on my website  (“FutureLife.Org”)? 

The point I regularly make – being that of  “Precision”  -  hence the many 4th and 5th standards that we have out within The World 
– where individuals are trying to  'make sense'  of The World with their 4th and 5th standards – hence we have all the schisms within 
The World because they are  all  using  different  tape measures  (sourced through their erroneous leaders)!  
But this is what  worldly Christian leaders  (indulgently)  'love':   

“To divide and rule”  (under  the pretence  they want to  ‘come together’)! 
As long as it does not affect  'my patch'  and what I can get as  'an earner'  from my little  'empire'! 

This practice is an abomination to Yahweh  (1Cor.3v1-6)!    
So we might ask again: 

Have they come to know of JC and  {edifying love}  him? 
The crux again,  to which I made earlier – and in so many places on my website:- 

We are to gain  The Kingdom of  God/Heaven  within us  so that it is operating as Yahweh's Methodology being  The 
Authority/Heaven  ruling our mind  in agapao.  Thus we deliver  agape/charity  in the selfless works  (for absolutely no 
return)  by precisely imitating JC's  ministry/lifestyle  -  thereby demonstrably perfecting our mind ready for The Greater 
Responsibility in The Millennium to be  teaching  The Resurrected World,  whose the members might themselves imitate 
JC's  lifestyle  driven by agapao. 
Where The Resurrected World is living in The Reality of what we as  “The Early Adopters”  perfected our minds upon 
spiritually in the earlier Epoch of The Gospel Age.  That is why The Early Adopters are  Kings/Priests  of The Millennium 
(2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6 – which I keep repeating because you seem to ignore these passages). 

Yahweh's  Will/Desire  will be done on Earth in The Millennium when JCg and the 144000 TCs are ruling with The Prophets over 
The Resurrected World ensuring that Righteousness occurs.  At present Yahweh's  Will/Desire  is  only  presently being fully done 
on this planet by The 144000 in their continual Sacrifices of their daily  “striving”  (as a personal sacrifice away from the world)  to 
fulfil Yahweh's Desire while being purified ready to be collected by JCg (whole of Dan. Chapter 12). 
Thus it is the 144000 throughout The Gospel Age who are fulfilling Yahweh's Desire,  so as you correctly stated that  JCg  will be 
righteously released - but  only:  When  Yahweh  has  His 144000 TCs sealed up in The Scroll of  (guaranteed)  Life – as I very 
carefully explain in my inter-verse commentaries of Rev.5v1-14  (which is presently  unintelligible  to our worldly Christian  
leaders/theologians – read their commentaries as by comparison – and cited by you). 
And then,  JC will be The King over the kings of the Earth  (Rev.19v16)  – where those  “kings”  shall be the 144000 TCs and the 
prophets ruling The Earth (2Tim.4v6-8, Rev.1v6) – because our present rulers will be removed  (Rev.19v16-21)  during the 45 
days at the very end of The Gospel Age by JCg and his returning 144000 TCs – and support staff in the form of the angelic host to 
bring about The New Jerusalem (= Yahweh's Authority becoming The New Authority/Heaven)  Rev.21v1-2. 
You now state that you personally are already busy in:- 

Christian activities to keep me busy. 
Perhaps you might define what  “Christian activities”  mean to you – because they might mean something totally different to 
someone else!   Also could these activities that you name,  be the same activities that a Hindu might call Hindu activities,  or 
perhaps a Moslem might call Islamic activities – or perhaps an atheist might call good humanist activities? 

Where all these activities physically aid society,  enabling people to become mutually good neighbours? 
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But you also participate within the activities you gave alongside – “{occupational effort}” – earlier!    
Again a bit of  'pick and mix'  going on here!   But I am  not  condemning you – but drawing your attention to what you do and 
what The Bible specifically instructs of us  if  we are to be specifically aiming to truly fulfil His Desire,  as did JC and Paul and 
other specific persons aiming to become future TCs! 
But this is just so very typical of mankind generally,  whose members are all so proficient at  'shifting the goal posts'  and moving 
mental filters as the situation arises – especially to excuse their own activities! 
Also for further consideration we might ask ourselves:- 

What is the true definition of  “Christian Activities”?   Especially when we consider the teaching at Acts.6v1-4,7. 
You continue to state:- 

I cannot bear corruption, crudity, and unrighteousness that The World is guilty of.  Our Members of Parliament let us 
down continuously – they have their own greedy grasping agenda.  I loathe celebrities with their indulgent lifestyles of 
drugs and sexual immorality.  How could I be worldly? 

I fully agree with you on most of what you state – but what you have stated is just so very simplistic. 
Obviously corruption,  cruelty and unrighteousness – shall be removed in The Millennium.  Amen. 
All these are the spin-offs from worldly methodology sourced by Satan to allow humans  “to self-indulge to their neighbour's hurt”  
–  which is in direct contrast to Yahweh's Methodology which is  “to edify our neighbour to our own hurt”! 

You speak of our Members of Parliament letting us down – but they know nothing else! 
They are merely feeding their  'self-indulgences to the hurt of their neighbour'  (“us”)  under the hypocrisy that they are 
our ministering servants!   What a joke  (see the examples of public life and of their ‘expense claims’) ! 

But:- 
The real spiritual criminals are  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders operating entirely in hypocrisy! 
They give such a nonsense representation of Yahweh – that the leaders of politics and commerce disregard them as being an 
irrelevance – and this irrelevance is reflected upon Yahweh  (within a  sane/reasoning  mind considering  'the evidence')! 
It must be understood that  all  leaders who climb  for power to control other people  do so for the self-indulgent return this brings 
to them by return  from out of society.  This is utterly alien to what JC taught us  -  where  The First/Most  now within society shall 
become The Last/Least  within society in The Millennium – so that they might have a chance to reform their mind unto 
righteousness  (Matt.19v30, 20v16,  Mark.10v31, Luke.13v30, etc). 
I have a bit more compassion for the celebrities  (some of them)  because they have a certain ability which becomes publicised and 
having an extraordinarily immature mind - with an excess of money,  fame,  opportunity and thus have access to what you and I 
have not.  I would not like to say:  'I loathe them' – without me being  equally  placed in their position and  not  to be succumbing 
to their weaknesses when having so much opportunity to self-indulge myself with ease. 
But that will not occur now in the autumn of my life,  and thus I shall not tread that specific path. 
You then make such an extraordinary self-righteous statement:- 

How could I be worldly? 
Quite simply from what JC taught us  (there is  no  sitting on The Fence):- 

You are  (1) with me gathering,  or  (2) against me {breaking up}/dispersing  (Matt.12v30). 
We are  (1)  “striving”  through the tight gate or  (2) gaily going through the wide gate  (Matt.7v12-14). 
We are  (1) fulfil what our father asks or  (2) we do not fulfil what our father asks  (Matt.21v28-31). 
And all manner other similar examples could be given. 

In all these quotations there is  no  half-way position  (no third way – to be half-way there).   We are to be working in The 
Vineyard of The World  (Matt.20v1-12)  until we are exhausted  (Luke.17v7-9,  naturally is  never  to be taught in sermons)  and 
yet,  we are still to keep going forward in The Master's service  (with absolutely  no  personal worldly return) – so that He might 
gain His future sons of God and our future  brothers/sisters. 
Thus you can make the assessment on The Knowledge and understanding that I have given to you  -  but how you personally 
rationalise it  -  is between you and Yahweh.  If you are not  'cut-out'  to be a future world leader teaching righteousness to The 
Resurrected World – then it does not make you evil or wicked - but that future is  ‘not for you’. 
You will lose nothing than what was originally promised to Adam and Eve – everlasting life in a perfected DNA fleshly body that 
can live forever within a wonderful  society/paradise. 

Does that make you evil,  or me evil for telling you about that wonderful future scenario – living in paradise? 
Upon which you consider me  “to be teaching doom and gloom”? 

But carefully consider  by contrast,  what our worldly Christian leaders teach by implication! 
They teach we are to  “only believe in JC”  to survive – and some go further to state that only belong to our grouping to be 
saved!   So in this  unrighteous  teaching our  worldly Christian leaders have:- 
1.  Unrighteously cut out huge swaths of individuals (ie. Non-Christians,  that is 2/3 of all people on the planet). 
2.  Not amplified  (and thus hidden)  Yahweh's Primary Aim to achieve His 144000 TCs  (out of “Christians”). 
3.  Shown their deeds  (driven by their mind)  are demonstrably worldly,  assayed by on-lookers  (= non–Christians)  to be 
nothing special from themselves – but merely beholden to worthless customs (Matt.23v23) – only because The Word of 
God has made  no  real  impression upon their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  - quite simply they do  not believe what 
they profess to teach!  (Compare John.6v64 to that of 6v68 – being The Driver from within). 

Therefore we must ask:- 
Who is really being hurtful,  harmful both to their congregational members in  not  accurately representing Yahweh's 
Interests and in their hypocritical public acts and unrighteous exegesis  (yielding its spin-offs as discussed earlier)? 
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Yahweh is making His Personal assessment  now  upon  all  “Christians”  of The Gospel Age  -  being The  Special/Greater (1st) 
Judgement to determine who is of demonstrably suitable material for The Greater Responsibility  -  it is this separation as 
determined by Yahweh  (and not by us)  that defines whether we are,  – or are not,  worldly! 
Nor does this conflict with Yahweh  already knowing precisely all the 144000 by their individual names  to be making  The 
Required Grade  -  but we personally do not – neither does The World – that is why we must demonstrably show ourselves worthy  
(not  for Yahweh, Who already knows)  but it is for The World  (Luke.12v3)  so that upon our  awakening/rousing/resuscitation  
all our deeds shall be relayed to The World,  so that all humans have  no  excuse in not giving due honour and respect to The 
144000 ruling TCs  (because of what the 144000 had to endure during their  “striving”  in the 1st part of their physical life). 
All this is  precisely what The Bible tells us  – but is  never  taught by our worldly Christian leaders – because quite simply they do 
not want to leave,  or lose their present comfortable position!   So they choose  not  to “believe” it,  because the  'here and now'  of 
the 1st part of their physical life,  is more important to them than the 2nd part of our physical life!  They prefer the 1st part of their 
spiritual life delivering  'worldly agape' (= feigned charity)  rather than  'heavenly agape'  (free charity, simply given)  driven by 
agapao built upon The Infused Word of God. 

Do you understand this righteous exegesis? 
You state: 

I despise The gifts of the spirit! 
I believe a comment like this would come from not having enough knowledge to make the differentiation between:- 

1.  The  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of Yahweh which sourced The Word of God (JC). 
2.  The  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of  charlatan Christian leaders milking their devotees! 

As I so very carefully explained earlier the  true composite definition  of the HS,  and how it is to be used for  no  self-indulgent 
return  (else it merely promotes  petulant/grasping  'children')  –  but  only  to edify other humans  (within the context)  to fulfil 
Yahweh's Desire which is to bring forth The Salvation of Mankind over their 2 part life that JC so kindly gave to all of us! 
Again,  just  “For The Record” (to counter the nonsense taught by our worldly Christian leaders)  the HS means:- 

1. Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits which is  holy/pure/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2. Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment (= The Universe). 

Thus by  accurately  digesting/inculcating/imbuing  The Word of God  we gain the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as 
that which  operated(s)  within JC which was the  one/same  spirit/personality/desirers/traits  as that which operates within Yahweh  
(all precisely as we are told,  John.14v20, 17v21-26, etc)  where The Universal Desire is as given by the HS definition above,  from 
which Yahweh will operate within The Environment to fulfil His Desire – which is:    

To bring forth The Salvation of Mankind through The Most Righteous Means Possible  (over our 2 part life). 
Thus having:- 

1. Having The Knowledge which has been thoroughly  tested/assayed  to ensure that it  is  “The Word of God”  and that 
it is  not  ‘the word of man’  (ultimately sourced by Satan)  that presently covers The Earth through leaders of 
“Religion”,  then:- 

2. We are in the position to gain the HS to be operating  within  us  (driven by  “The Word of God” as JC operating as a 
presence/parousia within us, which has been thoroughly assayed – so that we might gain assurance)  and  around us  
(hence warning at James.1v6-8 not to backslide)  because Yahweh will operate within the local environment around 
us to open gates (eg. 1Cor.16v9, 2Cor.2v12, etc)  to bring forth the next generation of TCs to ultimately make The 
144000 Trigger Threshold occur – so that Yahweh can then bring in The Millennium. 

Thus having The Knowledge and Understanding gives us Godly Wisdom to assay The World and what is occurring around us. 
Thus if we truly have the HS – being its composite definition given above  (rather than thinking we have it – for  self-indulgent  
reasons,  instead of having it to actually  fulfil Yahweh’s Desire)  gives us the ability to personally recognise The Tree through its 
fruits – and further to understand:   

How Yahweh's Plan  is  moved forward through the use of the HS (as correctly defined)!   
Paul  (one of the greatest apostles)  had an infirmity and prayed for healing – but he did not receive healing (2Cor.12v7-10) – so 
does that make him inferior to our  charlatan Christian  'circus ring masters'  who can call Yahweh,  ‘like a puppet on a string’,  
apparently to do their bidding  (personally ignoring Matt.4v7)!   Obviously Paul had the correct mind having been reformed by The 
Word of God  (2Cor.6v10)  and yet our  charlatan Christian leaders supposedly having the HS issuing from every orifice of their 
body have not reformed their mind  (2Tim.3v5)  upon The Word of God (JC, Rev.19v13),  but merely use it (JC)  as a tool to 
extract worldly return  (of what they desire)  out of their millions upon millions of  deluded/deceived  devotees  (Matt.24v23-26)  
bewitched upon the flattery and hype given by the silver-tongued  'wolves'  (Matt.7v15, 21-23 etc)!   
JC also commanded the healed persons not to tell anyone  (Matt.9v30 – given as an instruction for us to discern  The Motive 
behind the action)  – but charlatan Christian leaders publicise their illusions  (as [feigned] 'miracles' for indulgent return)  where 
one investigator researched some 100+ supposed spiritual healing and found  not one  was substantiated! 

But that is all precisely as The Bible forewarns – but how do the devotees know  (if they do not know of these citations)? 
And if they know of these citations,  then do they sufficiently know and understand The Word of God to recognise 
deception if it was placed in front of them? 

These are key questions for the devotees themselves,  because the atheists and TCs,  both groupings having  sane/reasoning  minds 
just stand back and stare with incredulity at what is being witnessed  (TCs at Matt.24v24 rejecting the supposed  'miracles'). 
And regarding The Trinity myth and its presumed personage of the HS,  where interestingly  if  the group contains three 
personages,  then  I find it very strange that in  EVERY  instance in the New Testament when Yahweh and JC is mentioned 
together there is  no  mention of the HS  (as a separate reasoning individual)  alongside these  two  Entities! 

Surely  if  the HS was a personage,  then  why is it also not mentioned alongside the other two Entities? 
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Also I consider how worldly translators spin the original Greek around perpetuate the myth of a  'personage'  – which is absolutely  
not  in the Original Greek – but how do we know when we have only read translations that have been through the Rev.22v18-19 
process to support current doctrine,  rather than  change  The Doctrine to suit The Original Greek!    

What seems most sensible?   And what would Yahweh wish to see taught? 
I explain all things at these precise locations - particularly in John's Gospel, 1Corinthians, etc. 

So under the  correct  definition of the HS  (as “I give”)  then I recognise The Capabilities of which we have  (1Cor.12v12-22)  
become amplified by The Word of God  (operating within us)  in the fulfilment of Yahweh's Desire “to make Yahweh's Desire 
manifest within The Environment” (= the “HS”).  I also recognise that Yahweh operates around those individuals who fulfil His 
Desire,  so that through the HS operating within The Environment around the TCs,  metaphoric 'gates'  might be opened to bring 
forward His Plan for Human Salvation. 
Sadly to put it bluntly,  the  'gifts'  you recognise  are  self-indulgent hype that brings self-gratification and  slows down  Yahweh's 
plan for human salvation because of 1Cor.14v23!   And we go around full circle again – the leaders of The World witness this and 
reason just as Paul warned – and consider Yahweh Himself to be likewise 'gifted'  (thus bring  dishonour/ignominy  to Yahweh)! 

Did JC with the most HS do this with his disciples  (noting my inter-verse commentary at John.11v33, 38)? 
Absolutely not!   So why should we do it now in the manner portrayed by  charlatan Christian leaders? 

Why should we be doing something that JC did  not  perform (Rev.22v18-19 again)! 
I also explained earlier the plural use of days at Pentecost and why Peter spoke as he did. 

And do you know why Paul spoke of “Languages” to the Corinthians? 
Has your Christian leader ever explained  why  Paul wrote specifically as he did to The Corinthians! 

Do you need me to tell you?    
I cover it fully in my many inter-verse commentaries of 1Cor. chapter 14. 

Carefully  think  about what is going on around you –  why  things are done in the manner they are being done! 
We should read The Bible and try to understand what it is teaching us, – please read my commentaries – so that we extract 
ourselves from being conned  (Matt.24v23-26)  by spiritual paedophiles (Luke.17v2) acting as  “Rogue Traders”,  being highly 
skilled confidence tricksters earning a living off The Word of God – because that is their driver – and sadly,  not  our salvation! 

They are merely after Quantity so that they have  more  people to feed their self-indulgences. 
But Yahweh is after Quality – because He needs  trusted  people to teach The Resurrected World righteousness! 

Remember:   
We know The Tree by examining The Fruitage. 

We know that Yahweh desires sons of God – so ask ourselves:- 
Do the congregational members precisely imitate JC? 

And yet you have already told me:  We do not have to imitate JC – because he has done it all! 
Are you not  'mad'  in what you have just said!  –  Can you not see the contradictory nature of what  (1) The Bible teaches 
us  (imitate me as I imitate JC – 1Cor.4v16, 11v1)  and  (2) what your worldly Christian leader has taught you? 
So you prefer what your Christian leader teaches you,  rather than what The Apostle Paul teaches us? 

But this is common place today!   I do not blame the congregational members – but their leaders! 
This is The Crux to pry-out who is fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire:- 

How is The Christian leader moving forward Yahweh's Plan for Human Salvation? 
Is it to pacify ‘the audience’ unto self-indulgence in the manner as you stated:  “JC has done everything for us”? 
Or are we to imitate Paul as he imitated JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1)? 
Where we read (2Tim.3v14-16)  to gain The Knowledge and then expound it to The World (Matt.24v14)  in precisely the 
manner as did Paul (1Cor.9v18-27)  so that we might bring the next generation of TCs unto Yahweh’s ultimate Glory. 

And sadly today,  we are taught by worldly Christian leaders that Yahweh has changed  (ignoring Mal.3v6, James.1v17)  and we 
can choose to ignore what Paul stated  (because we do not like what he teaches) – being for an  'old age'  – we are different today!  

Yes – we generally,  are  more  iniquitous  (because we have so much more knowledge – and yet refuse God's Word! 
Carefully reason through where your rational takes you in regard to Yahweh's Plan. 

Can you not see how you have reasoned in accordance to precisely what Satan desires? 
How is Yahweh going to achieve His 144000 future sons of God if every Christian throughout The Gospel Age thought 
like you – merely repeating what your  worldly (and worse, charlatan) Christian leaders teach you? 
Yahweh  needs  His 144000 as The Future Rulers  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, etc)  –  so why oppose it? 

You must clearly understand: 
I am  not  attacking you – you are sincerely innocent (Rom.16v17-18) – but it is to the spiritual paedophiles (Luke.17v2)  behaving 
as The Wolves (Matt.7v15)  against whom I am using The Sword of The Word of God  (Eph.6v17)! 

Do you think this will bring me friends within that leadership community? 
Obviously not – they will try to eliminate me from their midst’s – because I am exposing their charade! 
Just as did The Prophets,  just as did JC,  just as did the apostles,  just as did William Tyndale (for example),  and just as it shall be 
so for The Two witnesses  (Rev.11v11, noting v13)  in  every  instance the leaders of  “Religion”  removed The Opposition that 
exposed their wanton nature to the  “paying devotees”! 

So  why  should it be any different to me (John.16v1-4)? 
Can you explain why it should be different for me? 
And why you presently think as you do towards me? 

What/Who  has sowed those seeds within your mind about me – when you can carefully reason through my exegesis and 
answering – where surely the plants you have grown within your mind of my alienation to JC - are baseless! 

Who is reproaching who  (Luke.6v22)?   Based upon what facts that can be given and carefully assessed? 
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It must be stated:  Very carefully reason upon everything we  (and leaders of “Religion” [publicly])  do. 
Why is it being done  (most certainly not as given on the outside – to be viewed by men)! 

But:- 
Why is it being done  (being the motivation of The Leader as viewed by Yahweh  1Sam.16v7)! 

Remember what Paul stated (at Eph.6v12): 
'We are not wrestling against flesh and blood,  but rather …..... spiritual  principalities/forces  within the  heaven/sky  
(being The Authority over the Earth at present = worldly methodology  [sourced by Satan]  operating within men)'. 

Thus we,  as spiritual children,  will need to spiritually (= within our mind)  wrestle between what we know as given in the most 
endearing  'sales patter/spiel'  by fraudulent  charlatan Christian leaders  (for their self-indulgent return)  as we are warned about  in 
just so many places  within The Bible,  and The Pure Word of God that I have given to you at a one to one level for absolutely no 
worldly return! 
Interestingly  (to substantiate precisely what I state)  at the same time as I was writing this reply,  Darren Brown  (The Illusionist of 
world renown)  put together a television program (6th April 2013 – Channel 4 UK)  entitled  “Miracles for Sale” showing how he 
trained up an ordinary member of The Public for six months to perform illusions of  “faith healing”.  Taught him 'the patter' and 
learnt appropriate texts from the bible to give some semblance of credibility as a pastor.   
Then they went to Texas and  'performed'  as might any charlatan Christian leader giving out  'The Sales Spiel'  in precisely the 
manner as you stated:  'I have seen the workings of The Spirit'  (and thus I now believe)  in that person being  endorsed/anointed  
(“Christ”)  by Yahweh!   And yet they were demonstrably not. 
The only difference is that the  'pastor'  trained by Darren Brown was not a charlatan – they owned up afterwards,  –  to try and 
impressed upon the seduced devotees – that this is precisely how real charlatans operate – all as JC warned us at Matt.24v23-26. 
JC told us to use  'The Tree and its Fruits'  Tool  (as I described earlier in this document – Matt.7v17-20, etc)  to decipher whether 
the leader has come from Yahweh or not!   Paul told us to imitate him,  as he imitated JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc)  where everything 
JC,  Paul and the Apostles taught was to  strive  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire – but this is the  opposite  to what you told me – being 
obviously a quotation of what your leaders taught you – so are they fulfilling Yahweh's Desire?   We know The Tree by 
examination of The Fruit  (where the “fruit” are the congregational members citing  'the spiritual DNA'  of their leaders). 
Again – I can keep banging the drum to wake-up  The Sensibilities  within an individual – but ultimately is dependent upon the 
recipient to come out of their self-imposed drunken (upon emotion) stupor! 
 
And while I write this reply,  I have just heard on the news  (30/Mar/3013)  that the ex-Archbishop of Canterbury  (Lord Carey)  is 
accusing the government of marginalising Christians in an  “aggressive secular approach”.   

To be using  The Government  as  'an escape goat'  for leaders' of  “Religion”  incompetence! 
What a cheek!   

One main reason why the secular government behaves as it does,  is that The Word of God has  no  meaning within their mind. 
And why does The Word of God have no meaning within the minds of secular governments all around The World?    

The reason is due to  worldly Christian leaders giving such  useless/contradictory  ‘exegesis’  in what they teach,  being  'sound-
bites'  having passed through the filter of Rev.22v18-19,  and what comes out of their mouth has no meaning within a  
sane/reasoning  mind  correctly educated against the nonsense taught and the shenanigans practised by leaders of  “Religion”. 

Thus if the pupil has not learnt then one reason is that  “the teacher has not taught”! 
And that is  precisely why  The World  will  sink into The Malaise as prophesied in Revelations,  where in the end we are 
instructed to get out of  “Religion”  (Rev.18v4).   

I precisely explain all this within my inter-verse commentaries of Revelations. 
And that is one major reason why there is so much pain and suffering within The World because quite simply the political leaders 
have quite  correctly  absolutely  no  respect in what leaders of  “Religion”  teach to The World – based upon common sense,  to 
be an utter irrelevance and embarrassment to all humans with  sane/reasoning  minds! 
Interestingly our worldly Christian leaders are caught on the horns of a dilemma, 

Do they give out more knowledge and thereby been seen to be charlatans in what they teach? 
Do they remain as they are and then become marginalised as an irrelevance to society? 

That is why I have written this website  “FutureLife.Org”  to correctly argue with gusto  “The Disclosing Truth”  through carefully 
reasoned exegesis which will bring  true  honour/glory/dignity  to Yahweh within  sane/reasoning  minds. 
I have written some 32 pages in response to your 2 pages,  I could write 320 pages on the same subject matter by expanding much 
further the answers given and also with so many more Bible citations – but as the maxim states: 

The horse can be taken to the  “water” (= “knowledge”)  but the horse cannot be forced to drink it! 
Perhaps reading 1Cor.2v15-16 might be useful. 
Did you learn any of this from your worldly Christian leaders?   Or did you require this letter to enlighten you? 

I can only open your mind to what is occurring within The World today – but whether you imbue it now,  or wait until The 
Millennium when JCg and the 144000 TCs as the future  Kings/Priests  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.2v9. 5v4, Rev.1v6)  will righteously 
explain all things to The Resurrected World  (Luke.12v3)! 
All I desire is merely to open up the recipient's mind to The Knowledge I present – being where Yahweh wants to take us  (for our 
gain)  by His most righteous method and compare it with where our  worldly Christian leaders want to take us  (for their gain)  by 
their most  unrighteous  method. 

And now ask yourself:   Who agapao who? 
 
Bye for now. 
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